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1 Executive summary
This deliverable describes in detail the four pilot use cases (1) Common Agricultural Policy, (2)
Water quality monitoring, (3) Satellite journalism and (4) Land border monitoring. These use
cases will be implemented in the course of the project in order to showcase the CALLISTO
platform and its components. Based on an analysis of these use cases, the deliverable further
elaborates the user requirements that will serve as a foundation for all R&D work within the
project.
After a short introduction, the deliverable summarises the results of an extensive literature
study and market analysis of existing tools and workflows with regard to the four market areas
that the use cases belong to. In light of the diversity of the use cases, the responsible use case
partners conducted their analysis independently based on their respective expertise.
This analysis is followed by a detailed description of the use cases themselves. It enlists
potential available sources of information that are relevant for the individual use cases. It also
shows some examples of the processes and tools that are currently used in each of the four
areas as well as the benefits that satellite data might bring to these processes. Finally, it
describes one or two very specific (sub-)scenarios for each PUC that will eventually be
implemented within the project.
In the core of this deliverable the user requirements that will serve as the basis of all further
R&D work in CALLISTO have been clustered and described. They are differentiated between
general user requirements that are equally relevant for all (or at least the majority) of the use
cases and use case-specific requirements that only relate to one of the use cases.
Finally, the document contains a short analysis of the ethical and legal framework from the
users' perspective with a focus on privacy and copyright protection. The deliverable ends with
a brief summary and conclusion that also contains a short outline of the next steps that will
be done in WP2.
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3 Introduction
3.1 Purpose and Scope
This is the first deliverable of WP2 - Use case design and user requirements of the CALLISTO
project. This WP aims to describe scenarios for the four PUCs, derive user requirements from
these scenarios, to organize stakeholder engagement and develop business requirements,
and finally to transfer knowledge to technical partners.
In specific, the following sections address six scenarios based on Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP), water quality monitoring process at two different locations, satellite journalism
addressing air quality and land border monitoring. To provide context, a literature and market
analysis per use case are presented, as well as an introduction if the user requirements and
first ethical considerations.

3.2 Document Structure
The document includes the following sections:
Section 1 - Executive summary – Summarizes main results covered in this deliverable.
Section 2 – References – Bibliography of literature mentioned in this document.
Section 3 - Introduction – Describes the purpose and scope of the document and its
structure.
Section 4 - Literature study and market analysis of existing tools and workflows–
Extensive literature study and market analysis that were conducted by all PUC leaders
for their specific industries.
Section 5 - Use Case Scenarios– Delivers description of the four use cases, six scenarios
respectively, and can be considered as one of two core chapters of this deliverable.
Section 6 - User requirements – Presentation of the refined user requirements.
Section 7 - Ethical considerations – addresses the ethical considerations related to the
use cases and user requirements.
Section 8 - Summary and conclusion – The deliverable ends with a short summary and
the main conclusions.
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4 Literature study and market analysis of existing
tools and workflows
Earth Observation (EO) data comprises remotely-sensed as well as ground-based or in situ
information collected about the planet Earth. This information can be terrestrial, atmospheric
or oceanic.1 They are used to monitor changes and assess the status of local environments
and the general condition of the planet by bringing together sensing technologies such as
ground sensors or sensors installed on cars, balloons, airplanes, un-crewed aerial vehicles or
satellites.
Historically, EO data has been collected mainly by governmental and military agencies as well
as research institutions, having access to costly technologies of sensing and data processing.
With the recent technological revolution in information and telecommunication applications,
also the amount and quality of EO data has increased rapidly, making sensing technologies
become more sophisticated, ubiquitous, near-to-real-time and accessible. This trend has
fostered the use and application of EO data also in the fields of non-governmental
organizations, activism, investigative journalism, and civil society applications. This drift
towards (civil) society has been partly enabled by the private sector providing new
technologies and innovations, as well as governmental programs and services opening EO
data to the general public.
European Union's Copernicus Programme, fully established in 2014, is a case in point: Data
collected via Copernicus' measurement systems is made available to its users and the general
public, it is free-of-charge, and allows downstream services to be developed. While covering
fields such as atmosphere, marine, land and climate, Copernicus Services have also proved
vital for emergency and security management in the EU and worldwide.

4.1 Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
General remarks and potential end-users
For the period 2021-27, the European Commission proposes that the common agricultural
policy (CAP) be focused on social, environmental and economic goals. Fairer distribution of
direct payments, enhancement of environmental and climate ambition, as well as
simplification of the policy are some of the key elements of the proposed schema. The overall
goal is to establish automated processes by applying innovative IT solutions, to reduce human
and administrative resources and to develop simple solutions and services for the farmer.
Taking the above into consideration, an implementing regulation (Regulation (EU) No.
2018/746) was adopted (May 2018) giving Member States the potential to simplify their
controls by using an Automated Monitoring System (AMS) instead of On-The-Spot-Checks
(OTSC). However, there is no comprehensive monitoring system yet established, that can
consistently address all these regulations.
1

A similar definition is provided by the Group on Earth Observation (GEO), a network of "government
institutions, academic and research institutions, data providers, businesses, engineers, scientists and
experts" evaluating and envisioning the benefits and gaps of Earth Observation for sustainable
development and environmental management. See: https://earthobservations.org/geo_wwd.php
(2021-05-31).
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The current OTSCs are based on a random, limited sample (approximately 5%) of farmers’
declarations. These checks are based on field inspections or photo-interpretation using high
resolution images. It is apparent that the implementation of an Automated Monitoring System
enhances not only the regularity and scalability of checks, but also the decision making of
appropriate follow-up actions. "Area Monitoring System" means a procedure of regular and
systematic observation, tracking and assessment of agricultural activities and practices on
agricultural areas by Copernicus Sentinels satellite data or other data with at least equivalent
value.
Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 data time series can fully capture the phenological cycle of crops,
and thus are widely used by many public and private service providers in order to develop
their products and applications for crop monitoring. Crop monitoring can have a variety of
impacts such as to support subsidy control, thereby reducing the need for on-the-spot checks,
which are both costly and limited in scale.
Apart from the Copernicus Sentinel data, the new CAP mentions the utilization of new imaging
technologies such as geotagged photos and images taken by drones. Geo-tagged images could
serve as an additional evidence for difficult-to-monitor activities (i.e. extensive grazing on
grassland) or as a source of information given directly by the farmer, which could provide with
more opportunities to rectify their claims. Therefore, smartphone applications for geo-tagged
images will be quite valuable tools for the scope of the post-2020 CAP. On the other hand,
images taken by drones can be also very important and have already been used by Paying
Agencies (PA); for example, inspectors can use drones to check areas that are difficult to
access, reducing both time required and safety hazards.
Potential end-users of the CALLISTO Key Results that relate to the PUC 1 are:
CAP Paying Agencies
Farmer Associations
Agricultural Consultants
Scientists of the AI/EO community
DG AGRI
DG ENVI

State of the art of EO data in agriculture
3.1.2.1. State of the Art
In the last ten years, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF) classifiers have
become increasingly popular in land cover mapping publications, doubling their appearances
since 2012 (Noi and Kappas, 20172). Their success is attributed to effectively describing the
nonlinear relationships between crops’ spectral characteristics and their physical condition
(Peña et al., 20143). Both classifiers are resilient to noise and over-fitting and are therefore
able to effectively cope with unbalanced data (Noi and Kappas, 2017).

2

Thanh Noi, P.,Kappas, M. (2018). Comparison of random forest, k-nearest neighbor, and support
vector machine classifiers for land cover classification using Sentinel-2 imagery.
3
Peña, J. M., Gutiérrez, P. A., Hervás-Martínez, C., Six, J., Plant, R. E., & López-Granados, F. (2014).
Object-based image classification of summer crops with machine learning methods.
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SVMs can ably handle small training datasets (Mountrakis et al., 20114), while ensemble
classifiers like RF are characterized by high computational efficiency (Breiman, 20015). These
constitute ideal classification features for accurate and efficient crop type mapping and
specifically for the purposes of the CAP monitoring, where data are big and ground truth
information is scarce.
However, the last couple of years multiple studies about crop classification have been focused
on developing deep learning models instead of using simple classifiers such as SVM and RF.
For example, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art accuracy
in remote sensing applications for scene classification tasks (Makantasis et al., 20156; Kussul
et al., 20177). Apart from simple CNNs, Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNs), which are
suitable for semantic segmentation (i.e. assign a label at each pixel of an image), have been
also used for crop classification. U-Net model is such an example, which has been utilized in
multiple remote sensing problems. Wei et al. (2019)8 adopted the U-net architecture with a
few modifications, and with a multi-temporal input of Sentinel-1 images, outperforming both
RF and SVM. Stoian et al. (2019)9 propose another modified version of U-net, the FG-Unet
model, which can handle cases where several pixels in the sample do not have label.
Other studies have adopted another type of CNNs, Temporal Convolutional Neural Networks.
Zhong et al. (2019)10 developed a deep learning model which consists of a series of stacked 1D convolutions with input of Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) time-series, which
outperformed popular classifiers such as RF and SVM, as well as Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) networks. Moreover, using visualization techniques they emphasize on how the 1-D
convolution layers capture temporal patterns. The authors of Pelletier et al. (2019)11 proposed
an extension for multi-variate temporal series, which achieved also very promising results.
However, both these approaches exploit only the temporal and the spectral dimension, while
they do not consider the spatial context. On the other hand, 3D convolutional networks are
able to automatically extract features in both the spatial and temporal domain. Ji et al.
(2018)12 replaced 2D convolutional layers by 3D convolutions in a VGGnet. They also proposed
an architecture of 2D convolutional layers, where features of the same spectral information
are grouped together. The proposed 3D CNN outperformed the 2D CNN and other classical
approaches.

4

Mountrakis, G., Im, J., & Ogole, C. (2011). Support vector machines in remote sensing: A review.
Breiman, L. (2001). Random forests.
6
Makantasis, K., Karantzalos, K., Doulamis, A., & Doulamis, N. (2015, July). Deep supervised learning
for hyperspectral data classification through convolutional neural networks.
7
Kussul, N., Lavreniuk, M., Skakun, S., & Shelestov, A. (2017). Deep learning classification of land
cover and crop types using remote sensing data.
8
Wei S, Zhang H, Wang C, Wang Y, Xu L. Multi-Temporal SAR Data Large-Scale Crop Mapping Based
on U-Net Model.
9
Stoian, A., Poulain, V., Inglada, J., Poughon, V., Derksen, D. (2019). Land Cover Maps Production with
High Resolution Satellite Image Time Series and Convolutional Neural Networks: Adaptations and
Limits for Operational Systems.
10
Zhong, L., Hu, L., & Zhou, H. (2019). Deep learning based multi-temporal crop classification.
11
Pelletier C, Webb GI, Petitjean F. Temporal Convolutional Neural Network for the Classification of
Satellite Image Time Series.
12
Ji, S., Zhang, C., Xu, A., Shi, Y., Duan, Y. (2018). 3D Convolutional Neural Networks for Crop
Classification with Multi-Temporal Remote Sensing Images.
5
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Finally, the combination of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with CNNs has been also
examined in recent years. For example, Interdonato et al. (2019)13, used two separate
branches based on CNNs and RNNs. A time-series of Sentinel-2 images was passed as input to
each of the branch models separately. The outputs of the two different models are
concatenated and then fed to a 2-layer MLP for the final classification. They also make use of
two auxiliary classifiers, each for every branch. Finally, the loss function is the weighted losses
of the auxiliary classifiers plus the loss of the combined classification.
A more computationally efficient approach is a Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM). ConvLSTM is
a type of recurrent neural network for spatio-temporal prediction that has convolutional
structures in both the input-to-state and state-to-state transitions. Rußwurm and Körner
(2018)14 proposed a model based on ConvLSTMs for crop recognition using Sentinel-2 timeseries as input. They train two individual models, one with time-series in the ordinary
sequence and one with in the reversed, which are then combined to produce the final
classification.
Recently, approaches that combine ConvLSTM models with FCNs have come up. (Teimouri et
al., 201915) developed a novel network based on U-Net and a ConvLSTM network using
Sentinel-1 images. Rustowicz et al. (2019)16 explored also an approach with a combination of
a U-net and a ConvLSTM, as well as a 3-D U-Net using Sentinel-1/2 and High Resolution Planet
imagery. Finally, based on the recently proposed Self-Attention network (Vaswani et al.,
201717), the authors Rußwurm and Körner (2019)18 compared a Transformer network on
Sentinel-2 images with multiple other approaches, namely LSTM, DuPLO, TempCNN with 1-D
convolutional layers, RF with some vegetation indices as extra features and a Multi Scale
ResNet. The results indicated that the Transformer and the LSTM outperformed the others
with raw images, while DuPLO outperformed with pre-processed. Similarly, Garnot et al.
(2020)19 developed a self-attention network with a novel Pixel Set Encoder and compared it
with recurrent networks, on Sentinel-2 imagery input. Their method outperformed previous
approaches, both in accuracy and in computational time.
Apart from High Resolution satellites such as Sentinel-1/2 which have been extensively used
together with deep learning models as presented above, a shift towards the exploitation of
Very High Resolution (VHR) data has also become increasingly common in the domain of EO.
Satellite constellations in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), like the Planet’s Dove nano-satellites are able
to provide the interested parties with analysis-ready data with resolutions of only a few
centimeters. Benefiting from their numbers and the low orbital altitude, they offer high revisit
13

Interdonato, R., Ienco, D., Gaetano, R., & Ose, K. (2019). DuPLO: A DUal view Point deep Learning
architecture for time series classificatiOn.
14
Rußwurm M, Körner M. (2018). Multi-Temporal Land Cover Classification with Sequential Recurrent
Encoders. ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information.
15
Teimouri, N., Dyrmann, M., & Jørgensen, R. N. (2019). A novel spatio-temporal FCN-LSTM network
for recognizing various crop types using multi-temporal radar images.
16
Rustowicz, R. M., Cheong, R., Wang, L., Ermon, S., Burke, M., & Lobell, D. (2019). Semantic
segmentation of crop type in africa: A novel dataset and analysis of deep learning methods.
17
Vaswani, A., Shazeer, N., Parmar, N., Uszkoreit, J., Jones, L., Gomez, A. N., & Polosukhin, I. (2017).
Attention is all you need.
18
Rußwurm, M., & Körner, M. (2020). Self-attention for raw optical satellite time series classification
19
Garnot, V. S. F., Landrieu, L., Giordano, S., & Chehata, N. (2020). Satellite image time series
classification with pixel-set encoders and temporal self-attention.
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frequencies and advanced capabilities to overcome problems like the occasional cloud cover.
In addition to the satellite constellations there is also an evident shift towards the use of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) with various sensors mounted on them (e.g. Optical, RGB,
Near Infrared, Thermal etc), which also contribute in the acquisition of imagery and spectral
information that enable the provision of services tailored to the specific needs of each
potential user. For example, Murugan et.al (2017)20 combined Landsat 8 data with photos
acquired by a drone. They developed an adaptive classification approach in order to minimize
the flights of the drone. Sagan et.al (2019)21 in the same fashion fused UAV with Satellite
(WordView-3) data for crop monitoring and early stress detection. In another study, Böhler
et. al (2018)22 showcased how UAVs and the resolutions they offer can enable the use of
textural features for crop classification.
Apart from drones, crowdsourced data, such as geotagged photos and street level images,
have been also considered for precision agriculture purposes. For example, D’Andrimont et.
al (2017) in order to create a dataset of ground truth street level images for grasslands,
conducted targeted field campaigns with a camera on the roof of a car, acquiring that way
around 35,000 images. More recently, Wu et. al (2021) collected thousands of street level
photos using a smartphone, for many different crop types. Consecutively, after a cleansing of
the data, they manually annotated each single image and then applied several state-of-theart deep learning models on the final dataset, which resulted to an overall accuracy of 91.1%.

3.1.2.2. Beyond State of the Art
CALLISTO introduces the notion of inference at the edge, which to the best of our knowledge
has not been explicitly attempted for the monitoring of the CAP. The Sentinel based
monitoring using ML has been thoroughly investigated, as shown earlier.
UAV-based VHR imagery and inference at the edge are also introduced to bring CAP
monitoring to a new era of high accuracy evidence-based decision making for the control of
CAP, accounting for the required timeliness, reduction of inspection costs and transparency
between the Paying Agency and the farmer. In addition, CALLISTO will examine and develop
the Representative Pattern Discovery (RPD) model, based on Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs), which is validated in Korea, to have general applicability on the interest areas in
Europe. The differences between two regions will be analyzed, and hyper-parameters will be
modified.
Since increasing general applicability and avoiding over-fitting is one major key task of deeplearning models, research on two different regions will further develop the applicability of the
state-of-the-art technology.

20

Murugan, D., Garg, A., & Singh, D. (2017). Development of an adaptive approach for precision
agriculture monitoring with drone and satellite data.
21
Sagan, V., Maimaitijiang, M., Sidike, P., Maimaitiyiming, M., Erkbol, H., Hartling, S., ... & Fritschi, F.
(2019). UAV/SATELLITE MULTISCALE DATA FUSION FOR CROP MONITORING AND EARLY STRESS
DETECTION.
22
Böhler, J. E., Schaepman, M. E., & Kneubühler, M. (2019). Optimal timing assessment for crop
separation using multispectral unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) data and textural features.
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3.1.2.3. NOA’s Expertise and Relevance to the PUC
NOA and its Institute for Astronomy, Astrophysics, Space Applications & Remote Sensing
(IAASARS) aspires to capitalize on the expertise and infrastructural capacities that have been
accumulated in the context of the group’s participation to ESA, Copernicus and EC projects in
the last decade, and to position itself as a regional EO hub for data, products and services in
south-eastern Europe, Middle East and North Africa.
Within IAASARS/NOA, the “BEYOND” Center of Excellence has been established. Through its
participation in H2020 EC projects (eg. GEO Cradle23, RECAP24, EOPEN25, ESHAPE26,
ENVISION27) it is consistently contributing in the development of EO processing chains for
monitoring agriculture, and more specifically for the purposes of the Common Agricultural
Policy.

Market analysis of existing tools, workflows and shortcomings
There has already been a plethora of EO based approaches, most of which exploiting the
Sentinel missions, to address the large-scale monitoring of the CAP (Sen2Agri, Sen4CAP,
RECAP etc.). However, the medium to high spatial resolution of the available open access EO
data (i.e. Sentinels) limits their capacity to address the monitoring of several CAP obligations
and to achieve near perfect performance that would minimize the need for OTSCs.
For this reason, in CALLISTO, we focus on using ancillary crowdsourced information, such as
street level images from open databases and geotagged photos, to augment the scarce
validation and training datasets and explore the capabilities of edge computing, using UAVs,
which could potentially lead towards an all-inclusive solution for the monitoring the CAP.
With regards to street-level imagery, there is an increasing number of sources available.
Mapillary28 is a European platform, and it was the first to provide open access and free-ofcharge detailed street photos based on crowdsourcing. On top of the image provision, it offers
advanced services, like automatic image segmentation to basic classes (eg. Vegetation, Roads,
Sky etc.), which will be evaluated and potentially used in the context of CALLISTO. (Wu et al.,
2021) have created iCrop, a public dataset of ~35k street level images and proposed
transformations to further augment it, while also proving their potential in training deep
convolutional neural networks for crop classification.
The additional data sources mentioned are also accompanied with certain challenges that
need to be investigated and tackled. Satellite VHR imagery is expensive, which means that it
can only be targeted and acquired for specific areas of interest and in limited frequency to be
economically feasible. UAVs can also be expensive, and their flights are bound to specific
regulations that regard various aspects, like the need for licenses in order to be perform flights
over populated areas and outside the line of sight. Their range is limited, and it is also affected
greatly by the average power consumption of the mounted equipment. An average flight time

23

http://geocradle.eu/en/
https://recap-project.eu/
25
https://eopen-project.eu/
26
https://e-shape.eu/
27
https://envision-h2020.eu/
28
https://www.mapillary.com/
24
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of ~30 minutes has been reported by Accelligence, but we expect the power consumption
coming from the sensors and the processing at the edge to also be a contributing factor.
Street-level imagery collection is bound to privacy considerations and should be accompanied
by proper processing for personal information obfuscation (eg. vehicle number plates, facial
characteristics etc.). Image segmentation and extraction of candidate regions will pose a
challenge as there is a potential high variability that comes from factors like the time of
acquisition, the angle of capture, illumination, speed, obstacles etc. All these bring about the
need for the adoption of a universal set of guidelines which will benefit the community.
With regards to the geotagged photos, the CALLISTO mobile application is going to be their
main source and, as the farmers are mainly targeted to be the end users, we have to focus on
providing them with a user-friendly and intuitive application, even for users that are not
technological savvy. Useful indices and notifications should be provided as well through the
application in order to further encourage its use on a regular basis. Certain Paying Agencies
have already done analysis on this area, like the Dutch RVO, which we can benefit from for
our case.
The traffic light system for smart sampling of the OTSCs using purely satellite based
approaches can identify parcels prone to noncompliance (NOAs legacy from H2020 project
RECAP). The addition of Street-Level imagery, VHR imagery, geotagged photos and inference
at the edge using UAVs can unlock the potential of the monitoring approach for the control of
the CAP, giving an accurate and cost-efficient decision-making alternative to PAs for “smart
sampled” parcels.

4.2 Water quality monitoring
General remarks and potential end-users
Water quality is prominently discerned by the United Nations in one of the Sustainable
Development Goals: SDG6 Clean Water and Sanitation. And it also plays part in other SDGs for
Food Security and Sustainable Agriculture (SDG2) and Human Health (SDG3). Acknowledging
the importance of a good water quality, the European Union adopted the Water Framework
Directive (WFD) requiring a good ecological and a good chemical status of the surface waters.
As such, monitoring and evaluation of water quality is important for many actors:
environmental agencies, surface water managers, water utilities, final users including citizens,
farmers and industry. Specifically for drinking water production, Article 7.3 of the WFD also
stipulates that Member States shall ensure the necessary protection for the bodies of water
identified with the aim of avoiding deterioration in their quality in order to reduce the level of
purification treatment required in the production of drinking water. To evaluate if this goal is
reached, monitoring of the water quality in the catchment and reservoirs is essential.
With respect to surface waters, the primary water quality indicators that can be monitored
with remote sensing are turbidity and algae growth. For water utilities, these parameters can
cause problems in water production centers. On top of that, algae growth is also indicative for
an excess of nutrients and besides the physical disruption of the treatment process, the
bluegreen algae blooms can pose a health risks without thorough treatment since they are
capable of producing toxins. Besides the effect on the required treatment, eutrophication can
also be detrimental to the ecological status of the water body causing massive fish kills due to
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oxygen depletion. Therefore, water utilities are the primary end-users of the use case on
water quality monitoring. The Flemish environmental agency is a stakeholder, following up on
the research results as they are the relevant authority in Flanders that needs to report on the
progress of achieving the objectives of the WFD.

State of the art of EO data in water quality monitoring
The principal concept of remote sensing for water quality assessment relies on the absorption
and scattering behavior of the light by the water constituents. Their nature and concentration
affect the absorption and scattering of the incoming light and, subsequently, the “colour” of
the water, referred to as water reflectance. Remote sensing water reflectance images can, for
instance, depict variations in total chlorophyll pigment concentration, which preferentially
absorbs red and blue light and scatters in the green spectral region. Similarly, Figure 1, shows
how a decrease and increase in reflectance at the phycocyanin absorption (~620 nm) and
fluorescence (~650 nm) bands, respectively, indicate possible presence of cynobacteria (e.g.,
Kutser , 200929, Simis et al., 200730). Mathematical algorithms are then used to quantify the
concentrations within the water column.

Figure 1: Water leaving reflectance measured at the Blankaart water reservoir with the hyperspectral above water
radiometer PANTHYR in Sept. 2019 and June 2020 and corresponding cyanobacteria concentrations.

Satellite remote sensing allows synoptical views of the water quality over the entire water
basin at high temporal resolutions (~ 3 days with Sentinel 2 and Landsat images during clear
sky conditions). Hence, it can serve water managers to, among other things, identify the
extent of the surface covered by, for instance, algal blooms, investigate trends over time,
verify the validity of sampling points with respect to their representativeness of the monitored
waterbody, and/or intensify monitoring in time and space. Near real time water quality data
from satellites (possibly combined with in situ sensors and/or sampling data) may also be used

29

Kutser, T. (2009). Passive optical remote sensing of cyanobacteria and other intense phytoplankton
blooms in coastal and inland waters.
30
Simis, S., Ruiz-Verdú, A., Domínguez-Gómez, J., Peña-Martinez, R., Peters, S., & Gons, H. (2007).
Influence of phytoplankton pigment composition on remote sensing cyanobacterial biomass.
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as early warning systems. However, there is no optical signal detected by the satellite that
directly measures pigment concentration and processing of space-borne measurements to
obtain information on the water column is not a trivial task (e.g., Mishra et al., 202131;
Urquhart et al., 201732). Advanced algorithms are required to provide highly accurate satellite
data and validation of these algorithms for the area of interest is mandatory. Figure 2 illustrate
how, at the water reservoir of Blankaart, Sentinel-2 data need to be corrected for atmospheric
contribution and adjanccy effect (light reflected from nearby land within the field of view of
the sensor).

Figure 2: S2A MSI images from the Blankaart reservoir on 2020-06-02. The RGB image (left) and the Rayleigh
corrected image with the ACOLITE Atmospheric correction (right) illustrate the need to further process the data
in order to provide accurate water quality products.

In addition to atmospheric correction issues, current passive satellite sensors designed for
water quality measures (e.g., Sentinel 3-OLCI and previously MERIS) often present low spatial
resolutions (300 m) inappropriate for inland waters (i.e., pixel size is greater than the water
surface and or the number of valid pixels over the water surface is limited). Because a
compromise is required between spatial and spectral resolution, higher spatial resolution
images does often not have sufficiently fine enough spectral resolutions and/or does not
provide the appropriate spectral bands to resolve the required geophysical variables. Only a
few studies present harmful algal bloom detection using high spatial resolution images (e.g.,
Drozd et al., 202033, see Figure 3).

31

Mishra S, Stumpf RP, Schaeffer BA, Werdell PJ, Loftin KA & Meredith A (2019). Measurement of
cyanobacterial bloom magnitude using satellite remote sensing.
32
Urquhart EA, Schaeffer BA, Stumpf RP, Loftin KA, Werdell PJ (2017). A method for examining
temporal changes in cyanobacterial harmful algal bloom spatial extent using satellite remote sensing.
33
Drozd A, de Tezanos Pinto P, Fernandez V, Bazzalo M, Bordet F, Ibañez G (2020). Hyperspectral
remote sensing monitoring of cyanobacteria blooms in a large South American reservoir: high-and
medium-spatial resolution satellite algorithm simulation.
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Figure 3: Source Drozd et al., 2020 from Welker et al., 202134. Salto Grande Reservoir, Gualeguaycito arm.
Images obtained with Sentinel 2. Panel A: 05 December 2018 with dominance of dinoflagellates; Panel B: 9 April
2019 with cyanobacterial blooms. Panel C: Chlorophyll-a range estimation by Sentinel 2 on 9 April 2019. Panel
D: Cyanobacterial cell density ranges estimated by Sentinel 2 on 9 April 2019, reflecting CARU cyanobacterial
Alert Levels.

Satellite observations are also limited in depth. Passive sensors only detect near-surface
concentrations as the spectrum measured by the satellite provides information from only the
upper few meters of the water column. Higher spectral resolution may also be required to
identify small spectral features and differentiate water constituents that absorb and scatter
in overlapping spectral bands.
Hence, satellite remote sensing and field based in situ data offer different but complementary
information. Consequently, combining these different approaches may aid in providing a nearreal time spatial description of the water quality and in building an efficient alert system for
water managers. The SMAT lagoon and the Blankaart water reservoir are equipped with
continuous and extended monitoring programs. A hyperspectral in situ sensor is also
continuously measuring the watercolor at the Blankaart water reservoir. Hence both sites are
ideal to validate and explore the efficiencies of advanced methods to fulfill these needs.

34

Welker M., Chorus I., Schaeffer B. & Urquhart E. (2021), Planning monitoring programs for
cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins
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Market analysis of existing tools, workflows and shortcomings
Currently, water utilities and environmental agencies mostly rely on grab samples and in situ
sensors to monitor water quality of the intake water and the raw water in the basins. This
yields a reasonable view in time of the water quality at the monitoring stations. However,
basins can be large with spatial differences in water quality due to ambient flow and other
conditions. Therefore, Ritchie et al. (2003)35 pointed to the value of remote sensing techniques
to assess water quality for optically active constituents (e.g. particulate matter, Chlorophylla). Stroming et al. (2020)36 estimated the socioeconomic benefits that could be obtained by
using EO data to decide on remedial actions in the case of harmful algal blooms in Utah Lake
to approximately 370,000 $.
However, the participants of the first stakeholder workshop on the evolution of Copernicus
water services, organized by the Water-ForCE37 project (Horizon 2020, grant agreement No.
101004186), indicated that EO data that relate to water quality are not easily accessible.
Moreover, the use of the data for decision making is not straightforward. The NASA has a
short training online about ‘Integrating Remote Sensing into a Water Quality Monitoring
Program’ [NASA, 201938]. But this still requires skilled people to work with EO data considering
the subsequent data validation and analysis. Several initiatives have been taken to provide
access to processed data, e.g. from a Horizon 2020 project specifically aimed to water utilities
[Space-O, 201839], or more general the Water Portal of the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites [CEOS Water Portal, 200940], or globally the UNESCO-IHP IIWQ World Water Quality
Portal [UNESCO-IHP, 2020]41. The first project has been specifically designed on two pilot case
study water treatment plants (WTP) and reservoirs, the second reference does not seem
active anymore, while the latter only provides very limited information for areas outside of
the defined use cases with no user-interaction.
PrimeWater42 is another Horizon2020 funded research project (grant agreement No. 870497)
that generates information on the effects of upstream changes on future water quality and
quantity. It is built on advanced Earth-Observation data products, integration with additional
data sources and diagnostic modelling tools. It will deliver water intelligent services that
capitalize on advanced EO data products and intersections with other data sources, will build
on cause-effect analyses through diagnostic modelling tools, and will utilize predictive and
prescriptive calculations by integrating forecasting capabilities with planning and scenario
analysis.

35

Ritchie J., Zimba P., Everitt, J. (2003). Remote sensing to assess water quality.
Stroming, S., Robertson, M., Mabee, B., Kuwayama, Y., & Schaeffer, B. (2020). Quantifying the
human health benefits of using satellite information to detect cyanobacterial harmful algal blooms
and manage recreational advisories in U.S. lakes.
37
https://www.igb-berlin.de/projekt/water-force
38
https://appliedsciences.nasa.gov/join-mission/training/english/arset-integrating-remote-sensingwater-quality-monitoring-program
39
https://space-o-portal.eurodyn.com/
40
http://waterportal.ceos.org/
41
http://www.worldwaterquality.org
42
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/870497
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Figure 4: A view on De Blankaart (PUC2.1) using the UNESCO-IHP IIWQ World Water Quality Portal
[UNESCO-IHP, 2020]

A market-ready service is developed during the DCS4COP project (Horizon 2020 No 776342),
resulting in the EODataBee portal43. However, this service does not take into account in situ
data, nor does it provide any event-based user interaction. The Cyanobacteria Assessment
Network Mobile Application of the United States is another example application with more
advanced data displays (Schaeffer et al. 201844). It is limited to large surface water bodies due
to the large spatial resolution of the current EO phycocyanin detectors in orbit.
CyanoAlert45 is another project funded under Horizon 2020 (grant agreement No. 730141)
that developed a Space Based Cyanobacteria Information and Service based on Copernicus
satellite earth observation remote sensing technology. It foresees a dual dissemination system
that provides user-specific information for monitoring and reporting purposes to paying
customers, and a free and open information for the public through web and mobile
applications.

43

https://eodatabee.eu/
Schaeffer B, Bailey S, Conmy R, Galvin M, Ignatius A, Johnston J, Keith D, Lunetta R, Parmar R,
Stumpf R, Urquhart E, Werdell P, Wolfe K (2018). Mobile device application for monitoring
cyanobacteria harmful algal blooms using Sentinel-3 satellite Ocean and Land Colour Instruments.
45
https://www.cyanoalert.com/
44
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Figure 5: A view on De Blankaart (PUC2.1) using the EODataBee portal [EODataBee, 2021]

Figure 6: The CyanoAlert Viewer showing maps of Chlorophyll-a concentration (left) and the detection of
potentially toxic cyanobacteria in the water (right) from August 27, 2019, for the western end of Lake Mälaren,
Sweden.

Both above-mentioned recent portals miss the interaction with the user and the inclusion of
in situ data. Advanced user interaction is available in services that require a subscription with
for example the service provided by CyanoLakes46. And the beta version of the service
provided by the Flemish research center VITO47. However, in these services in situ data are
compared to the results of the EO imagery analysis. It is not fused with the EO data to advance
the information content. The Hypernets project48 (Horizon 2020, grant agreement No.
775983) examines the use of in situ hyperspectral devices to validate EO satellite imagery.
VITO provides a platform. The combined use of EO data, in situ hyperspectral data, inline
monitoring and grab sample data to monitor and evaluate water quality in surface water
bodies is not yet available and would add to the uptake of EO data in decision making by water
managers.
Up until now, managers rely on internal processes to gather and analyze data for their decision
making. But recent research shows that citizens are willing to aid in the monitoring of the

46

https://www.cyanolakes.com/
https://remotesensing.vito.be/case/watermonitor
48
https://www.hypernets.eu/from_cms/summary
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environment they live in (Irwin, 201849). In that respect, the bloomWatch50 application is an
interesting extension of water quality monitoring making use of citizen involvement. Citizen
observations can for example be used to validate EO data in the absence of in situ
measurements.
In conclusion:
Portals that allow for water quality monitoring using EO data are available.
A fusion of EO data with in situ measurements to further the information content of
the gathered data is missing.
The uptake of EO data for water quality monitoring would be furthered with data
validation, and metadata on the accuracy and limitations of the data evaluation.
Citizens can be involved in EO data validation if in situ measurements are not
available.
The launch of new EO sensors will provide interesting possibilities to monitor inland
surface waters with a finer resolution and/or other interesting bandwidths.

4.3 Satellite journalism
General remarks and potential end-users
Satellites orbiting Earth have been an important concern in journalism at least since the start
of Sputnik 1 in 1957, the first artificial satellite in space. Until the 1980s, reporting has been
rather on space applications and outer space missions, and it has largely been a matter of
geostrategic and global conflict. With the 1980s, satellite-based broadcasting technologies
became integral for new media transmission networks and global coverage, thus changing not
just the range of media broadcasting but also the modalities of professional
telecommunication, fostering especially radio and TV reporting around the globe. But it is only
with the recent digital revolution of the 2000s, that journalism started making use of satellite
and sensor data as an information source and mode of storytelling. In times of climate crisis
and environmental catastrophes, and in the middle of a worldwide pandemic, the increasing
availability of satellite footage and sensor data has proven to enable journalistic practices into
what has been called "satellite journalism" (Corcoran 201851), impacting especially the fields
of 1.) environmental journalism, 2.) information verification, and 3.) investigative research on
climate justice, human rights violations and disaster.
Satellite journalism, in general, encompasses practices and modes of reporting on global and
local issues with the assistance of satellite imagery and remote sensing technologies. It is
closely aligned with the notion of "sensor journalism", a mode of reporting that as well relies
on sensor technologies (Bui 2014, Schmitz Weiss 201652). While both notions cover a similar
journalistic approach to science- and technology driven storytelling, making use of
technological expertise in sensing (Pitt 2015), some differences can be highlighted: Sensor
journalism has rather paid attention to specific sensor-driven technology processes that offer
to assess, visualize, and elucidate. This includes especially sensor data decentral gathered, i.e.,
49
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by users, citizens ("citizen sensing"), NGOs, activists and governmental agencies (Gabrys
201453, Coulson & Woods 202154). Satellite journalism, in contrast, is associated with a
perspective of global scale, making use of available satellite (and aircraft) imagery as a source
of visualization and data provision (Parks 200555, Corcoran 2018). As such, satellite journalism
is dependent on the public availability of these data, security clearance (as some areas are
blurred/protected due to national or military security reasons) as well as on the temporal
trajectories, spatial and spectral resolutions, and expertise in data analysis of imagery
provided by satellites covering an area of interest. In this regard, satellite journalism closely
aligns with and depends on institutions of power and high-tech expertise (Parks & Schwoch
201256), while sensor journalism rather operates "from below" (Gabrys 201657). In CALLISTO,
both approaches will be applied as social media data and a multiplicity of remote sensor
technologies will be integrated into the platform. Still, the available satellite imagery CALLISTO
is based on, is at the center also the Use Case the Deutsche Welle is providing, and thus
focuses on satellite journalism as the modus operandi.
Two driving forces have been central to the development of the field of satellite journalism:
First, the "small satellite revolution" (Corcoran 2018), a remarkable tendency of the last
decade to send more and super-small satellites into orbit that came with a boost in
technological development. This tendency has been mainly enabled by small companies and
startups advancing new tools, but also the deregulation of the space sector starting in the
1990s (Parks & Schwoch 2012). Journalists today can get access to very-high resolution
satellite data provided by companies such as Planet Labs or DigitalGlobe, who have proven to
be (more or less) willing partners in investigative journalistic research.
Second, the advance in dual-use possibilities and thus availability of data of governmental
satellite constellations in the last two decades has been integral to this development. Here,
again, a private company has been at the forefront of exploiting available data for a broader
public use, namely Google with its Google Earth Service that makes use of NASA's Landsat
satellites and the availability of their data. But it is also the EU's Copernicus Programme,
especially since it operates at full services as of 2014, that has set up a European alternative
with the further launches and recent expansions of Sentinel Satellites. While journalists have
been making use of Google Earth Services for some time already, the collaboration with
companies like Planet Labs and DigitalGlobe has taken off in the recent years, especially since
investigation, monitoring and verification have become increasingly important for journalistic
story telling.58
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Some stories have been possible only with the help of private sector companies, see for instance
the "smoking gun image" of the Pulitzer Prize winning by Associated Press on human trafficking in
2015: https://apimagesblog.com/blog/2016/05/02/fisherman-slaves-human-trafficking-and-theseafood-we-eat. Or the satellite imagery on construction sites in Botswana, where diverted Defense
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It is especially those news organizations that operate globally, who are highly in demand of
advancing their expertise and abilities in satellite journalism. As such, Deutsche Welle, as an
international broadcaster available in more than 30 languages with contributors from 60
countries, is a formidable testbed since bridging global interest and local specificities and
areas of interest lies at the heart of its news coverage.
Further potential end-users and domains for satellite and sensor applications for reporting
and news coverage:
international broadcasters
online media or news organizations with a strong online news coverage
Investigative research agencies and collaboration networks
general public, especially activists, citizens, artists, civil society institutions
non-governmental organizations
governmental agencies and institutions

State of the art of EO data in journalism
Satellite journalism is gaining momentum, with more and more news organizations visualizing,
verifying or telling stories with the use of satellite imagery. The number of journalists and
news houses to apply satellite imagery occasionally as a mode of storytelling or for story
support has been growing in the recent years59. But still, much of the reporting based on
satellite imagery is exceptional due to its obviously extensive and sophisticated character.
Satellite imagery and EO data have been instructive especially in news coverage of disaster60,
slow climate transformations of distinguished areas61, for monitoring vast territories62, to
verify information on human rights violations63 or to investigate industrial sites and their
potentially harmful effects on flora, fauna or the landscape of the surrounding environment64.
Some common aspects of storytelling with EO data and satellite imagery so far are:
a) close collaborations of journalists with private companies like Planet, Globus,
Google.

59

See for instance, Der Spiegel online (former: SPON), the largest German news website, that has
introduced the rubric "satellite picture of the week" (Satellitenbild der Woche) in 2006, a weekly
reporting based on satellite imagery provided by ESA:
https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/weltall/satellitenbild-der-woche-giganten-vor-kopenhagen-a400039.html
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See for instance, the coverage on the bush fires in Australia in 2019:
https://www.vox.com/2020/1/3/21048700/australia-fires-2019-map-satellite-smoke-pollution
61
See for instance, RePublica’s coverage of drowning land in Louisiana, US:
https://projects.propublica.org/louisiana/
62
For that, see the work of the NGO Global Forest Watch providing a global map for forest
monitoring: https://www.globalforestwatch.org/
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See for instance, the coverage of DW on the internment camps for Muslim minority of Uighurs in
China, where satellite imagery was used for verification: https://www.dw.com/en/exclusive-chinassystematic-tracking-arrests-of-uighurs-exposed-in-new-xinjiang-leak/a-52397824
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the brim of Hambacher Forest, where ongoing protests have been fighting the advance of the surface
mine operated by RWE: https://www.bund-nrw.de/themen/braunkohle/hintergruende-undpublikationen/braunkohlentagebaue/hambach/zeithorizonte-tagebau-hambach/.
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b) an inclination towards environmental issues, not just due to increasing public
awareness, but also due to the possibilities of temporal, spatial and spectral
resolutions these data offer.
c) much of this research and awareness has been accomplished by other instances
than journalists, namely activists, citizens, artists, NGOs and other research
organizations in the first place.
d) journalists need to form alliances and networks with different partners, they
depend on the distributed knowledge practices and possibilities of sharing energy,
expertise and data.
e) but also: journalists need to have basic insights and knowledge on EO data as well
as easy-to-use services and available data to be able to verify and assess a future story
and the scope of the possibilities.

Figure 7: Collection of screenshots shows three examples of satellite journalism: a) coverage of DW on the
internment camps for Muslim minority of Uighurs in China, where satellite imagery was used for verification. b)
coverage on the bush fires in Australia in 2019 by vox.com. The interactive tools allows the user to add a smokelayer to the NASA satelilite imagery of the country’s southeast cost. c) dashboard by the NGO Global Forest
Watch provids a global map for forest monitoring that can be easily accessed and is used for media coverage.

Market analysis of existing tools, workflows and shortcomings
The market analysis shows that there are already valuable tools and services out there.
However, the market is confusing, since many applications focus on very specific aspects, and
tools and services are fragmented.
Selection of existing dashboards
NGO Global Forest Watch provides a global map for forest monitoring65
65
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Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research offers a drought monitor for
Germany66
Greenpeace offers a Global Fire Dashboard67
GFED Fire monitor dashboard tracks individual fires in the Amazon region68
Rapid Action on Coronavirus and EO dashboard presents the results of a joint
cooperation between ESA and the European Commission on Covid 19 and EO69
Flight Radar 24 shows real-time commercial aircraft flight tracking information70
Selection of existing services
Google Earth and map providers71
The European Commission’s Directorate-General for Defence Industry and Space
publishes an Image of the day on their website and send it as daily email to
subscribers.72 Different media outlets publish satellite imagery regularly, such as the
German business news outlet Wirtschaftswoche73 that published business-related
satellite images once a week in cooperation with service provider LiveEO 74
The NASA EO explorer shows a variety of EO-based stories that can be explored
through a map75
Envi4All is an aggregated solution that provides historical, real-time and reliable
forecast air pollution provided by Draxis76
Selection of EU-related tools and services
DIAS platforms:
o WEkEO is the EU Copernicus DIAS reference service for environmental data,
virtual processing environments and skilled user support77
o CREODIAS allows Third Party Users to prototype and build their own valueadded services and products78
o MUNDI is a cloud-based access and marketplace for the development and
promotion of geo-based business models79
o sobloo was created with the aspiration to improve data access and facilitate
data sharing between the companies on the market, including crossfertilization80
o ONDA is a platform enabling users to host data and to build their applications
in the Cloud81
66
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Copernicus Sentinel-5P Mapping Portal, which includes NO2- and CO-maps is
provided as part of the Sentinel-5P Product Algorithm Laboratory (S5P-PAL) and
contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data processed by S[&]T (ESA)82
The ESA Sentinel-5P website provides blog posts about interesting observations
based on satellite imagery which serves as a research and inspiration tool83
hackAIR84 allows user to access, collect and improve air quality information in Europe.
The open technology platform was created by six European organisations as part of
an EU-funded project on Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability and Social
Innovation (2016-2018)85
EOPEN provides a platform targeting non expert Earth Observation (EO) data users
(non-traditional user communities), experts and the SME community that reveals and
makes Copernicus data and services easy to use for Big Data applications by providing
EO data analytics services, decision making and infrastructure to support the Big Data
processing life-cycle allowing the chaining of value adding activities across multiple
platforms86
Cooperation with experts often through application of machine learning algorithms
For the story The Rohingya crisis - Life in the camps by Reuters Graphics satellite data
of the camps were analyzed to assess the use of latrines and water pumps in the
camps. The authors of the story teamed up with the U.N. migration agency IOM, the
ISCG coordinating body and disaster assessment agency REACH to investigate the
latrine data.87
For an investigative story on solar plants in Argentina by La Nacional88 machine
learning algorithms were applied on satellite imagery to identify solar plants in
collaboration with Dymaxion Labs89
Traditional data providers, as national and international statistical offices
European Statistical Office Eurostat90
National general or environmentalfocussed statistic offices, such as: Bundesumweltamt (Germany)91, Instituto Nacional
de Estadística (Spain)92, Geoadata.gov.gr (Greece)93
OECD environmental data and indicators94
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European Environment Agency95
The analysis shows the strength and weaknesses for journalists to add EO data to their
research catalog. There are many tools and services out there that are of high value for
journalistic verification, research, and investigative stories. However, there is not the one, or
two, or three go-to-platforms, there a multiple. Further, the analysis demonstrated that even
though that there are multiple options, from which some are rather scientific, others target
non-experts, the barrier to work with EO data is quite high for journalists. There are three
main reasons for this observation:
1. Knowledge: the interpretation of EO data requires additional knowledge, which is
mostly available/trained in other fields. Working with EO data is not part of the
journalistic curriculum and it is not easy to perform. The sheer amount of possibilities
that EO data analysis might offer makes it even harder for non-experts to dive into
the field. There are barely any training courses dedicated to satellite journalism.
2. Skills-set: Satellite journalism can be linked to data-driven journalism, journalistic
verification and OSINT (Open Source Intelligence) communities, which are niches
themselves. However, the interest and importance in data analysis and the
application of open source tools are growing in the field of journalism. Skills like data
analysis, coding, usage of open source technologies get more and more attention in
the training of journalists. But even for tech-savvy journalists, access, analysis and
interpretation of EO data are rather challenging. For instance, the editorial DW Data
team employed data journalists with a variety of skillsets and the command of
different program languages. Multiple tools are already used for data analysis on a
daily basis, but still, there is only basic knowledge about satellite journalism. Currently
DW uses EO data for verification purposes from time to time only. The tools, for
instance maps, used for that specific purpose are mostly part of experiences from the
OSINT community.
3. Resources: Verification and data analysis take time. Handling new tools that come
along with an uncertainty on how to interpret the results, takes even more time.
Especially for smaller newsrooms and not so tech-savvy newsrooms, it is a risk to
assign journalists for a task that requires a lot of time and maybe equipment
(hardware as computing power and space) and might not lead to promising results.
Of course, nowadays many newsrooms are open to going new paths, but it is not the
reality everywhere. Furthermore, in outstanding satellite journalism pieces often the
corresponding authors teamed up with external research institutes or other service
providers, which again leads to more time and costs. If journalists want to work on
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satellite journalism, they must find the right media outlet that supports her/him in
terms of technical knowledge, time and money.
In conclusion, DW believes that CALLISTO project is a highly interesting opportunity to
implement an easy-to-use EO tool for journalists.

4.4 Land border monitoring
General remarks and potential end-users
Earth Observation (EO) applications in the security domain have an intrinsic sensitivity in their
definition and practical implementation. Satellite-based imagery intelligence was used to be
exclusive to actors in the defense sector. With the proliferation of VHR optical imagery (and
more recently SAR imagery), these services started to become available to the broader user
base of security professionals, including coast and border guards and law enforcement agents.
An important catalyst to this change was the introduction of Security Services in the
Copernicus portfolio, which included Border Surveillance.
CALLISTO PUC4 seeks to improve current workflows and services by delivering additional value
to the current workflows and services, based mainly on Sentinel data. In PUC4 we defined
both direct and derived end-users. The PUC4 direct users are the Image Analysts performing
Border Surveillance tasks in SatCen. These analysts will use the CALLISTO platform to improve
the delivery of EO-based satellite border surveillance. The PUC4 derived users, are the ones
who will profit by the improved services. In this category we include agencies and authorities
at national and European level: the European Border and Coast Guards Agency (Frontex),
national Border and Coast Guard functions etc. They might not use directly the CALLISTO
platform, but they might obtain alerts and information coming extracted from it.

State of the art of EO data in land border monitoring
The technologies and I&D activities related with Earth Observation Land Border Monitoring
are continuously evolving. These new developments also profit from the increasing offer of
available imagery which requires new technologies and exploitation/production tools such as
automated or assisted target recognition algorithms and digital transformation environments.
The current developments relay, mainly, in Machine Learning (ML) and Big Data. These two
paradigms are exchangeable. In one of the most specific cases of applicability to Land Border
Monitoring is the concept of Change Detection (CD) using ML or Deep Learning (DL)
algorithms. Another older method, as an example, is the model of Border Permeability Index
Map (Malinowski, 201096). This model is a cartographic product which presents the
classification of border areas according to the easiness of crossing it and was widely explored
in the previous years but its current evolution is unknown, while its actionable usage is
questionable. We therefore, focus our analysis on actionable intelligence methods and tools
that can be applied to Land Border Monitoring.
Change Detection (CD), is defined as the process of identifying differences in the state of an
object or phenomenon by observing it at different times (Singh, 198997). As regards, CD
applied to satellite image analysis, there are various approaches and methods proposed, some
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of these are reviewed by Shi et al., (2020)98 including namely visual analysis, transformation
with data reduction methods, classification-based methods and advanced methods. New
capabilities associated to CD methods have been developed, mostly due to current
developments in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Recent AI techniques can model the
relationship between the image object and its real-world geographical feature as closely as
possible, which enables the detection of changes (Shi et al., 2020).
Another important innovation, described by Sefrin et al., (2021)99 was the introduction of
Innovative Deep Learning Models in Change Detection from multitemporal satellite image
data using the algorithms of convolutional neural networks (CNN) with long short-term
memory (LSTM). These models produced an effective and reliable output covering, identifying
and mapping several different objects at a ground surface. The Deep Learning Models are
currently applied widely to optical imagery (Sentinel 2 as an example) due to their technical
capabilities and performance. A very good example is described by Ahangarha et al., (2021)100.
In this study the authors conclude that DL Models have a great potential in the domain of
pattern recognition and nonlinear problem modelling and is fundamental to resolve Change
Detection common issues by using multitemporal remote sensing imageries. For Land Border
Monitoring this type of approach is crucial and will provide a more comprehensive output
with better patterns detection and object recognition.
Change Detection methods for Land Border Monitoring can be applied using mainly data from
both Radar/SAR and Optical sensors. In the case of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), multitemporal Very High Resolution (VHR) SAR imagery can be used to perform change detection.
Typical visual methods, include the use of Multi-Temporal Coherence (MTC) products to
discriminate changes on the terrain (e.g. creation of new paths). Similarly on optical images,
analysts perform visually CD, by comparing 2 or more image acquisitions on screen; a very
time-consuming method.
In terms of novel applications, Li et al., (2020)101 mention two potential studies that can create
added-value in Land Border Monitoring and linked with geospatial information processing
technologies, although they are still immature operationally. Li et al., (2020) also discusses the
concept of spatial heterogeneity. This concept refers to the uneven distribution of spatial
phenomena within an area and different rules of patterns may exist in certain areas. If a
pattern is infrequent relative to the size of the whole dataset, it may be missed if the entire
dataset is analyzed. Such localized patterns are easier to find in smaller subsets of the data,
around their spatial footprints. Identifying these patterns is challenging due to the need to
enumerate all relevant footprints that may include an exponential number of data partitions.
Many of the phenomena and observations that take place in the Land Border Monitoring
application have significant spatial heterogeneity.
Regarding the European Union contribution to the Land Board Monitoring this topic is
grounded in the European Earth Observation Programme (Copernicus) which is based in a free
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data policy and with seven Copernicus satellites now in orbit are producing high quality, free,
and open observation data every day reaching more than 300 000 registered users. More than
12 million data products are published and the users’ download volume has reached more
than 200 million Gigabytes. With the current available data volume there have been several
new developments in ideation and development of R&D and technology innovation in the
field of Earth Observation applied to Land Border Monitoring in the frame of the Copernicus
Security Service (CSS). The CSS has, currently, three services: The Copernicus Border
Surveillance service (CBS), Copernicus Maritime Surveillance service (CMS) and Copernicus
Service in Support to EU External Action (SEA). Following the need to increase these services
capabilities I&D has been increasing.
In this line, SatCen delivers operational services to Frontex since 2015, to support the
deployment and operation of the Copernicus Border Surveillance services. In the current
SatCen operational environment, Change Detection is applied for Land Border Monitoring
scenarios, using both Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and optical data. For both cases the
Change Detection is performed by visual on-screen comparison to discriminate features and
land changes that can be relevant for the task. The data that are used for this analysis are
mainly VHR optical (and occasionally SAR) data.
Taking into account the current operational implementation, CALLISTO PUC4 proposes an
automation approach, which considers the workflow of Image Analysts, as main users of the
platform. The corresponding scenario and use case, puts the Image Analysts in the center and
delivers a system able to support its monitoring requirements, leveraging on Sentinel data.

Market analysis of existing tools, workflows and shortcomings
In order to inform CALLISTO developments, SatCen performed a market analysis of PUC4relevant existing tools and services. As already mentioned, the specifics of the use case
(PUC4) and the particularities of the scenario are not generally addressed their entirety by any
current solution. The sources for this analysis, include mainly specialized marketplaces (e.g.
The European Association of Remote Sensing Companies) and websites of relevant industry
actors etc.
The following Table summarizes services that might have some relevance with respect to the
land border monitoring change detection use case and are available in the market.
Table 1: Overview of services and tools related to land border monitoring change detection

Thematic
scope

Company

Service or tool

Link

AI feature
detection
analytics

Preligens

AI Factory

AI Factory

GeoData
Processing Tools

NextGIS

Toolboxes for Geometry data
correction, Remote Sensing
algorithms

Toolboxes

IMINT

eGeos

Braint platform: modular
environment for IMINT analysis and
report generation

braint platform
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Change Detection

Airbus

Change Detection pipeline on
Pleiades or SPOT imagery

Change detection
pipeline through
UP42

Anomaly
Detection

Simularity

Automatic Image Anomaly
Detection System (AIADS)

AIADS

Land Cover and
Land Use

Planet

VHR imagery and analytics for land
cover/use changes

LC/LU Change
Detection

AI Change
Detection

HyperVerge

Infrastructure Change Detection in
Pleiades or SPOT imagery

HyperVerge
Geospatial stack

Measure land use statistics,
construction, assess changes to
urban and rural areas, utilities

Land use / Land
cover monitoring eopages

Detect and monitor arid
areas, emergency services, assess
environmental impact of human
activities, utilities, monitor of land
pollution, assess changes to urban
and rural areas.

Land - eopages

Detect and monitor
wildfires, detect sensitive security
risks, forecast and assess
landslides, monitor high risk areas

Land - eopages

Provide automated satellite map
datasets for vegetation and land
cover

Land Cover Services

Geodetic surveying and ground
control and high resolution satellite
imagery and GIS mapping solutions
for supporting cadastral maps

Land
Management eopages

Coastal landscape changing,
wetlands dynamics monitoring,
open lakes monitoring, coastal
flood risk assessment, floods
monitoring

Coastal
monitoring eopages

Land use mapping solution that
transforms satellite images into
intelligent geoinformation

Land cover maps eopages

EO data processing, sample design,
realization of ground campaigns,
data classification and
photointerpretation, GIS operations

Land use/Land
cover assessment
- eopages

Land use / Land
cover monitoring

Land

Land

Land

Land
Management

Coastal
monitoring

Land cover maps

Land use/Land
cover assessment

GeoContent
GmbH

Athena Global

BALIZ inc.

Satellite Imaging
Corporation

GAF AG

Terrasigna

GeoVille
Information
Systems GmbH

Kell S.r.l.
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Operational
monitoring

Social media
monitoring

GIM nv

SkyLens

Monitor and measure any change in
the landscape – of human or
natural origin – at regular intervals

Operational
monitoring eopages

Social media crawling application,
incorporating many difference
platforms with a geolocation tool.

SkyLens App

From the analysis of the aforementioned solutions, the following observations can be made:
Some tools and services are available in the market but are missing the use case
context of land border surveillance. This particularly relates to the need for specific
observables and capabilities to detect relevant changes, rather than delivering generic
change detection.
Some table entries are basically only services, which can be delivered on demand. This
means that there is probably no actionable and ready-to-use solution for a customer.
Although for other market verticals, this approach might be optimum, for securityrelevant markets, users prefer the buy-and-use approach.
The most relevant tools from the list might only apply to certain imagery categories
only (i.e. they are not data agnostic or do not use the freely available Sentinel data).
Some of the aforementioned solutions are not integrated; they are single workflows
or just services, which need to be used in conjunction with other tools.
Although some solutions might be relevant for the use case, they miss contextual
alignment with the concept of “alert”, that is defined in PUC4 requirements to assist
image analysis operations.
Pricing is generally not clear, apart from very specific cases (e.g. a pipeline under UP42
marketplace).
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5 Use Case Scenarios
WP2’s main focus was the development of the use cases during the first three project months.
Bi-weekly user teleconferences are used to exchange the most recent use case updates among
the user partners. Although the teleconferences are dedicated to WP2-related topics, all
project partners are invited to join. These meetings also used to build a bridge with the
technical partners and make sure the user needs are well understood. In line with this
approach, two dedicated user workshops were organized, where two PUCs were presented
and discussed in detail. At least one person per project organization did attend those
interactive meetings. The discussions and presentations were based on a visual scheme
reflecting the user journey that each PUC-in charge produced prior to the meeting.
As a next step, bilateral talks between user and respective technical partners took place to
validate initial user scenarios. In the following sections, the results of use case considerations
are presented. In total six scenarios were developed.

5.1 Common Agricultural Policy
Available sources of information
To enable the advance towards the exhaustive monitoring, which is the EC's goal through the
new, post-2020 CAP, the incorporation of more sources of data is becoming a necessity. With
CALLISTO we aim to collect, analyse and generate several types of heterogeneous data
sources to achieve this transition:
Land Parcel Identification Systems
In the EU, the Member States' Land Parcel Identification Systems (LPIS) provide
detailed digital geometries of agricultural reference parcels to aid the management
of the CAP. They are being released as open access data in an increasing number of
regions. Farmers use the LPIS to declare their cropping practices, including specific
environmental measures where relevant, in an annual aid application.
Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2
The Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellite constellations have been systematically
generating time series of big multispectral and SAR data with a global coverage. These
data are becoming available as open access data from a set of sources that also offer
processing services on top of them, like the ONDA DIAS platforms and the Sentinel
Open Access Hub.
Very High Resolution – Satellite
Access to VHR imagery coming from satellite constellations in Low Earth Orbit will also
be available through the Copernicus Space Component - Data Access Portfolio (CSCDAP). CALLISTO project has allocated budget specifically for acquisition of VHR data
to serve the needs of the Pilot Use Cases. Additional VHR images can come from the
orthophoto open access catalogue for Netherlands and JRC provided images to CAPO
(Cypriot paying agency).
Very High Resolution – Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Cameras and near infrared sensors will be mounted on UAVs which will enable them
to collect very high resolution in-situ data from parcels.
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Street-Level Imagery
A growing interest in street level imagery has become evident and is reflected through
the appearance of lots of crowdsourced platforms that provide access to such data.
Mapillary is one such platform which offers access through its API, not only to georeferenced street-level images, but also to a useful set of metadata and services, like
image segmentation and tags. The research community is also actively engaged in the
collection of street level photos, like the iCrop dataset that was created as part of the
work of (Wu et al., 2021).
Geotagged Photos
The CALLISTO mobile application, which will be used by farmers and field inspectors
of paying agencies, will be an invaluable source of geotagged photos coming from the
field. They are expected to be used mainly for validation.
The aim is for the collected and generated datasets to become available to the community
through the CALLISTO Repository (KR02, KR19), unless limitations exist for their public
exposure.

Examples of CAP scenarios
PAs have to prepare for the transition from the current approach of smart-sampling, towards
Monitoring and, thus, decide for all parcels instead of just for some. In order for this to be
achieved, the sources of information that are currently being used, which are mainly coming
from the Sentinel satellites, need to be supplemented and/or fused with data coming from
various other sources, like UAV VHR imagery and geotagged photos.
There is a certain amount of flexibility that needs to be allowed to both the PAs and the
farmers in order to manage the transition and produce demonstrable results. For the PAs,
checks by monitoring can be initially carried out for specific aid-schemes or support measures,
known as phase-in checks. Farmers, on the other hand, should also have the ability to receive
timely warnings around issues with their declarations and apply corrections, which requires
that PAs should perform preliminary checks.
Monitoring checks that exploit the additional and augmented data sources should provide
sufficient evidence to justify that an OTSC is not necessary and only if they don’t lead to a
conclusive result or if the authorities anticipate that they will not be effective, should OTSCs
be eventually considered.
For the consideration of OTSCs, an example concept is summarised in the following table.
When comparing the classification outputs with the declarations on LPIS, the disagreements
can be handled differently based on their confidence level. Weak disagreements can be
collected, with the corresponding parcel locations shaping a flight path for the CALLISTO UAV
to validate them. This will pave the way for a significantly improved target pool for the actual
OTSCs.

Figure 8: Example concept for the handling of disagreements based on their misclassification confidence
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Following the outcome of the eligibility checks on the farmers’ declarations, many cases of
disputes occur every year, which can become a time-consuming process impacting both PAs
and farmers. It becomes an evident need that the number of disputes should be reduced and
the process of dispute resolution should be simplified. Towards this direction, there is a
multitude of ways that CALLISTO will contribute. The applied Machine Learning
methodologies will be refined using the variety of data sources mentioned previously which
will empower decision making on basic CAP scenarios (KR03) and is expected to reduce the
number of disputes. Also, the CALLISTO mobile application (KR21) and the targeted UAV flights
(KR08, KR11, KR18) will be an indispensable tool for validating the decisions and for simplifying
the dispute resolution process.

Figure 9: Visual scheme for PUC1

The proposed scheme will ultimately enable targeted on-the-spot inspections and evidencebased decision making that will increase the transparency of the inspection processes, while
reducing the overall complexity of CAP’s control.

UC_1: Crop Classification
The provision of guidelines for the cultivation of specific crops in each Member State and the
monitoring of this process by the relevant authorities, are fundamental elements of the EU’s
Common Agricultural Policy. To this end, the CALLISTO project will refine the currently existing
approaches for crop classification by utilizing Deep Neural Networks and incorporating a
variety of heterogeneous data sources for their training.
The research activities on crop classification in the CALLISTO project, will benefit the
interested parties (PAs and the farmers) in a multitude of ways, through a set of resulting
services that can be summarized as follows. It should be noted that the CALLISTO outputs with
respect to the following list of services will be of varying TRL, ranging from pre-operational to
proof of concept:
1. Sentinel-Based Crop Classification Using Deep Learning
This is about the exploitation of the time series of imagery coming from the Sentinel1/-2 satellites, to train deep neural networks for crop classification. It applies to both
Cyprus and Netherlands. NOA will utilize and build on top of the outputs of ENVISION,
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2.

3.

4.

5.

which runs at the same time and includes CAPO (Cypriot PA) as a partner and NOA as
the main service developer.
Smarter OTSC Sampling
The current approach for performing OTSCs is sampling based on random selection
and on PA-produced risk analysis. In some cases, PAs use the traffic light system
(originating from Sen4CAP) in order inspect parcels of possible wrong declarations.
CALLISTO will make use of a new sophisticated smart sampling approach developed
by NOA and CERTH in the context of ENVISION, that is based on semantically enriched
crop classification (M. Rousi et al., 2021). OTSCs will become even more effective, not
only by the refinement of the classification methods, but also by the introduction of
UAV flights to cover the cases of weak-confidence disagreements. This will enable
actual OTSCs to target the highly confident disagreements. By working
complementarily with ENVISION, CALLISTO will build on top of its outputs through
services 3-6 that are described below.
UAV-based Crop Classification
The development of the CALLISTO UAV unveils a new dimension in monitoring the
cultivated crop types by introducing inference at the edge. The dramatic
improvement in spatial resolution that UAV-mounted sensors offer, enables a new
level of crop classification approaches. Fusion with satellite data and enhancement of
feature spaces, are areas that are already being examined in the literature (ref),
paving the way for the implementation of the new CAP. We will develop a Crop
Classification system using Deep Learning which will be based on UAV imagery. The
results will assist in the resolution of weak disagreements and will enable the smart
OTSC sampling described above. This is an especially interesting scenario for Cyprus,
where very small parcels (0.2ha) are allowed for which the Sentinel resolution offers
limited support. The CALLISTO UAV will fly over the regions of interest to collect data
both for training and validation. The UAV-mounted GPU will enable edge computing
through the initial frame extraction and preprocessing.
Crop Diversification
Apart from the crop type directives for each MS, diversification requirements are also
in place based on the total area and cultivated crop of the declared parcels. The spatial
resolution of the Sentinel-based imagery, though, poses a challenge for the
monitoring of compliance for crop diversification. CALLISTO, in addition to the
Sentinel data, will explore the potential of better monitoring these requirements with
Very High-Resolution imagery as inputs of ML/DL pipelines. VHR data will be collected
from various sources, like UAV sensors and satellites in Low-Earth Orbit (eg. Planet
satellites). Photo-interpretation for crop diversification will also be enabled through
the use of Geotagged photos captured by the CALLISTO mobile application. As with 3,
Cyprus is a very interesting area of interest for crop diversification, mainly because of
the minimum allowed parcel size.
Enhanced Transparency and Process Simplification through Street-Level Images
and/or Geotagged Photos
The introduction of the CALLISTO mobile application (KR21) as a source of geotagged
photos, along with the exploitation of annotated street-level imagery will play a key
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role in enhancing the transparency of the classification outcomes, reducing disputes
and simplifying the whole process of CAP control. Desk OTSCs can be performed using
these new sources of information and ad-hoc image requests between the PAs and
the farmers will be issued to quickly resolve disputes.
6. Deep Learning on Street-Level Images and/or Geottaged Photos for Crop
Classification
CALLISTO aims to exploit street-level images and geotagged photos for the purposes
of applying deep learning for crop classification in both Cyprus and the Netherlands.
The decentralized nature of these data sources makes it a challenge both in regard to
the collection of the necessary dataset volume, as well as their annotation and fusion.
The transition to exhaustive monitoring, though, makes the need for a feasibility study
on this service evident, and CALLISTO will undertake this responsibility. A deep
learning model (e.g. CNN, FCN Transformer) for image segmentation will be created
in order to isolate vegetation. Consecutively, the LPIS together with the image geolocation information will be used in order to assign a label to each one of the images.
Then, a crop classification tool will be developed that will receive those images as
input, along with other existing sources that will become available on the CALLISTO
Repository (KR02).
Areas of interest for crop classification will be selected from both the countries of Cyprus and
the Netherlands. When it comes to UAV-enabled services, the focus will be mainly on Cyprus
for certain reasons, like the distribution of parcels with total area that is too small for the
Sentinels to clearly capture. Also Accelligence, the CALLISTO partner responsible for the UAV
development and flights, is a Cyprus-based company. As a result, potential disruptions that
might occur from limitations related the CoVID-19 pandemic will be easier to mitigate.

UC_2: Grassland Outlier Detection and Reconversion
Maintenance of permanent grassland supports carbon sequestration and protects
biodiversity. It is one of the key elements of the EU’s sustainable land use practices, also
known as the “greening” scheme, which is responsible for 30% of the income support. Each
Member State determines the areas that are considered as environmentally sensitive
permanent grasslands, which means that farmers should not plough or convert them.
Permanent grassland is the only type of land use which can offer economic opportunities for
farmers adopting sustainable practices (e.g. extensive grazing), and simultaneously contribute
to the protection of biodiversity and for the reduction of the farm’s carbon footprint, in line
with the requirements of the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2030102.
Grasslands will be identified using machine learning and/or deep learning algorithms and then
each grassland area/parcel will be further labelled as permanent or not. This service will assist
in cross-checking if grasslands declared as permanent are indeed permanent, as well as in
identifying parcels that should be grasslands but are not.
After successful detection and validation of outliers, the EC, through the implementing
regulation (Regulation (EU) No. 2018/746), required that the reconversion should also be
verified through further inspection. CALLISTO will also contribute on the reconversion checks
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through the development and use of the novel Deep Learning algorithms that will be applied
to the Sentinel data and potentially to the VHR data as well.
The introduction of heterogeneous data sources like the geotagged photos and street level
images will provide strong verification evidence material for either automatic validation using
ML/DL and/or through photo-interpretation from the inspectors.
Regarding the areas of interest for the grassland-related checks, CALLISTO will mainly focus
on such areas from the Netherlands. This is not only because grassland is one of the prevalent
crop types in the country, but there is also rich availability of crowdsourced street-level
imagery on platforms like Mapillary and VHR satellite data shared by the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, RVO).

5.2 Water quality monitoring
Available sources of information
Available data sources for the development of the CALLISTO approach are:
The Sentinel-2 A and B data corrected for the atmospheric path at the Blankaart and
SMAT reservoir with the following water quality products:
o Water leaving reflectance
o Chlorophyll-a
o Total Suspended Matter
o Turbidity
Landsat-8 data (same as for Sentinel-2)
Very High Spatial resolution data (requested for specific dates for validation and
investigation of the spatial variability within the water reservoirs)
In situ hyperspectral sensor data measuring continuously during daylight at the
Blankaart reservoir
Online monitoring data and grab sample data
Meteorological data (temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, rainfall)
Operational data of the basin (water level, treatment strategy…)

Examples of water quality monitoring-scenarios
The two selected use cases are intended to develop, test and integrate an EO data-based
monitoring system in artificial water basins feeding water production centers (WPCs) located
in Belgium and in Italy respectively.
The current water quality monitoring provides a good temporal view on the water quality.
Nevertheless, no spatial overview of water quality in the entire basin is available, nor any
short-medium term prediction tool, based on the correlation between algae blooms and
relevant environmental conditions has been developed. The use of EO data, and the setup of
the AI-based CALLISTO-approach will provide an alarming service on threshold exceedance
and a dashboard to facilitate decision-making. Figure 10 illustrates a general overview of the
CALLISTO approach for end-users dealing with water quality. The different levels indicated by
A to D in Figure 10 are worked out below.
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Figure 10: The user journey in the PUC of water quality monitoring.

A. The end-users
WPC managers and scientists need access to a friendly-to-use tool for:
Early warning
Prediction
Decision support
Environmental agencies need an early warning system to provide information on polluting
events.
B. Resources and expectations
End-users can supply in situ data to validate and ameliorate the data and information yielded
by the processing of EO data. Potential input data in these PUCs are:
Hyperspectral data from satellite imagery of surface waters
Hyperspectral in-situ data from the Panthyr and Hypstar device (RBINS)
Online monitoring data and grab sample data
Meteorological data (temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, rainfall)
Operational data of the basin (water level, treatment strategy, etc.)
End-users are interested in the following monitoring targets:
Water quality in the basins at a certain point in time and space.
How the water quality evolves with time
How the water quality is expected to evolve in the near future
Move from smart-sampling towards exhaustive monitoring introducing inference at
the edge
C. Advanced features
End-users are interested in advanced features in addition to simple monitoring:
Obtain an alarming for threshold-exceedance
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Save/export results
Dashboarding
Connection to external applications/services
D. Features provided by the CALLISTO platform
End-users envisage the features provided by the CALLISTO platform as:
Browse imageries
Select start/end time for timelapse
Provide context (what are we looking at)
Cross-reference with other data sources
Provide processing capabilities of joined datasets
Provide streaming capabilities of selected data
Provide early warning alarms

UC_1: Blankaart
The WPC of the Blankaart is one of the largest surface water production centers of the Flemish
water utility De Watergroep (Belgium) with a production of approximately 11 million m3
drinking water per year. The WPC has an octagonal reservoir that can buffer 3 million m3 water
from the surface water sources so that intake stops due to water availability or water quality
problems can be bridged (Figure 11).

Figure 11: The reservoir of WPC De Blankaart

The intake of surface water to the reservoir is a mixture of two sources: the IJzer is a navigable
waterway, while the Blankaartvijver is a natural pond that captures water from the
surrounding mostly agricultural fields. The water intake depends on the water availability and
water quality of the sources and is often stopped during summertime. High nutrient
concentrations in the reservoir cause problems with algae blooms in the summer season
(Figure 12). Not all years have been equally difficult, however. The determining factors have
not been fully identified and ML could be an important tool to identify a predictive algorithm
based on the available datasets.
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Figure 12: Evolution of total chlorophyll concentrations in the reservoir of WPC Blankaart (a concentration
above 15 µg/l total chlorophyll can be considered as indicative of an algal bloom)

The water in the reservoir and at intake sources is monitored on a regular basis with grab
samples, mostly on a weekly basis. Online monitoring sensors are installed at the two intake
points. Conductivity, chlorophyll, oxygen, pH and turbidity are monitored continuously at
these sites to steer the intake, together with the results of the grab samples.
On the separating wall, a hyperspectral camera has been installed by RBINS in 2019. Data are
available from August 2nd to August 8th, September 13th to September 24th in the year 2019;
and May 29th to June 20th in 2020. A new device has been installed in January 2021, measuring
continuously.
In the scope of CALLISTO, it will be explored if it is possible to identify factors indicating the
development of harmful algae blooms and to set up a predictive algorithm based on the
integration of all available data sources. In this manner, the correct actions at the production
site can be implemented in a timely manner, such as for example the dosing of a biocide in
the reservoir. In addition, it will be examined how satellite and hyperspectral data can be used
to evaluate the spatial distribution of the algae in the reservoir, with the aim of a potential
flow pattern optimization.

UC_2: SMAT Lagoon
The Po River Water Production Center (WPC) accounts for about 20% of the water produced
and distributed to the City of Turin, with a total production capacity of about 80 million m3
per year. The WPC is supplied by two different sources. Water can be withdrawn directly from
Po River (the main water course in Northern Italy) through an intake located in the
neighborhood of the treatment plant. Alternatively, the river, through an artificial canal, feeds
a lagoon basin located approximately 7 km upstream the plant. Intake raw water is a mixture
of the two sources, whose relative contribution depends on a several factors including water
availability, water quality, river pollution events.
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Figure 13: Location of the WPC

The lagoon basin is an artificial basin derived from an old gravel quarry. The project started
on a trial basis in December 1994 and was finally adopted and integrated in the supply system,
seen the considerable advantages in terms of water availability in case of droughts events and
a substantial improvement of raw water quality: the intake location allows to catch water
upstream highly polluted metropolitan areas, and sedimentation and natural purification
processes reduce chemical and biological pollutants. Moreover, the basin allows to avoid
sudden variations in water quality and to optimize treatment processes with lower amounts
chemical reagents.
The regular monitoring of the basin’s water quality began in 2007. Water sources monitoring
is performed both with periodic sampling and by means of on-line monitoring stations, located
at the lagoon basin (both inlet and outlet), as well as at the Po River intake and close to the
treatment plan inlet point (mixed raw water). On-line monitoring stations provide an earlywarning system of key indicator parameters, revealing important polluting events and critical
parameters that can heavily affect the treatment process and/or final users’ health (including
algae concentration). In case of alarms from the on-line monitoring systems, accurate
investigations are performed at laboratory level.
In the scope of CALLISTO, we will explore the usability of satellite images as an early warning
tool for surface water pollution events. The main application is expected to be early
identification of algae bloom events, still the possibility to identify important variations of
other relevant water quality parameters will be tested. Also, by performing correlation
analysis with environmental factors and by integrating different data sources, we intend to
exploit CALLISTO tools for predictive purposes. Finally, as an added value with respect
to current monitoring systems (located at a single sampling point), it will be examined how
satellite images can be used to evaluate the spatial distribution of the algae in the reservoir,
with the aim of a potential flow pattern optimization.
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5.3 Satellite Journalism
Available sources of information
For the journalistic use case different data sources are required:
Sentinel data, with focus on Sentinel-5P since air quality plays a main role
User-Generated Content from social media (e.g. Instagram, Twitter)
UAV footage (if available)
databases for cross-referencing (not determined yet)

Examples of satellite journalism scenarios
The general approach on how satellite imagery can support journalism is very straightforward: Since the work with EO data requires some technical and expert knowledge, DW
foresees tech-savvy journalists as the main target group. The journalists need access to
friendly-to-analyze and easy-to-understand satellite imagery that can be used for generally
monitoring a specific development over time, for conducting data analysis and for the
verification of claims.

Figure 14: Basic visual approach to the journalistic use case

To be a little bit more specific: Journalists might want to monitor how an area has changed
over time (e.g. an industrial site) or at which point a set target is reached (e.g. air quality in a
specific region). Furthermore, they might want to verify what a location looks like today/at a
certain point in time and whether geographical / weather-dependent information is true.
Environmental journalism gained momentum in the last decade. The climate crisis as such is
present in the media coverage, especially when temporal weather phenomena like draughts
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and cold periods become not only a headline but are tangible for millions of people, i.e. the
journalists' immediate audience. Even local environmental issues can be of global interest. An
environmental phenomenon happening in a small village in Germany can be of interest for
capitals in Europe or megacities in Asia.
From a journalistic perspective, many new developments and trends can be linked to
environmental reporting: solution/constructive journalism, data-driven journalism, factchecking, etc. In short: environmental journalism is of great importance and new forms of
media reporting are often tested there. Of course, satellite journalism has been and will be an
excellent and highly relevant additional factor in this context.

UC_1: Air quality
Air quality has been a topic in media coverage for a longer time but has gained more attention
over the last years. The reasons for that development are manifold: for once, environmental
reporting has generally grown. In addition, (default mobile) apps provide updates on air
quality based on the user’s location, and affordable sensors have entered the market that
allow citizens to track pollution directly and individually. In addition, more and more studies
showed the importance of clean air for human health.
Although air-related information is important for journalists, air quality related data especially when looking for open-source data - is not always easily accessible. Often,
journalists depend on fragmented or very localized descriptive data and/or research. Satellite
journalism would add an additional and rather objective layer of relevant information in a
spatial and more detailed context. From a journalistic point of view some indicative interesting
use cases to apply and use EO-based air quality services are presented below. In the
framework of CALLISTO we will explore with the partners which of these cases are applicable
and will be tested for specific locations as proof of concept.
1. Urban areas
The 2016 report "Urban Europe Statistics on cities, towns and suburbs"103 by Eurostat states
that almost three-quarters of the EU-28 population was living in an urban area, more than half
of them in cities. The report discloses that air quality is identified as one of the main problems
in cities ("Although cities are motors for economic growth, they are also confronted by a wide
range of problems, like crime, traffic congestion, pollution and various social inequalities.").
Thus, from a journalistic point of view it would be interesting to investigate the following
hypothesis by analyzing available satellite data:
Compare air quality conditions among European cities (e.g. capitals).
Assess if cities that received The European Commission's European Green Capital
Award show a better air quality than comparable cities.
Explore whether cities with a strong sustainability agenda have improved their air
quality over time.
2. Event-related reporting
It might also be interesting from a journalistic perspective to cover certain events by accessing
and analyzing satellite imagery (and other information sources) with regard to air quality.
These events might include:

103

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/7596823/KS-01-16-691-EN-N.pdf
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Apply air quality forecast modelling with AI techniques to predict air pollution events
related to meteorology/ seasonality for specific areas.
Natural phenomenon and extreme weather conditions like volcano eruption, Saharan
dust, cold periods and heat waves.
Construction or renaturation of industrial areas, farmland, forests, etc.
In order to successfully support journalistic work in these areas, it will be crucial that the
satellite imagery is easily accessible and understandable. Journalists need to be able to
monitor specific developments, to search for a specific timeframe, to compare data without
using dedicated GIS software on their laptops but a cloud-based, performant platform. Also,
the journalists need to be guided when it comes to the interpretation of EO data. Crossreferencing EO data with other data sources, e.g. social media entries or national/local
environmental statistics, will further support the research and verification process. In other
words, the usability of the CALLISTO platform is of utmost importance for a positive evaluation
of the various prototypes. We understand usability testing as an activity that focuses on
observing users (e.g. journalists) working with a product, performing tasks that are real and
meaningful to them. More precisely, we intend to measure the level of effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction that users experience when they use the CALLISTO platform in
order to achieve specified goals. ISO 9241-11 (the standard covering the ergonomics of
human-computer interaction) provides definitions for these three criteria:
Effectiveness: to which extent is the user able to fulfil the task and to achieve his
goals?
Efficiency: how the effort the user needs to invest relates to the accuracy and
completeness of the results?
Satisfaction: how satisfied is the user by working with the system?
We are aware that it is not the project’s focus to develop a mature and market-ready
interface. But we would like to point out that the criteria regarding usability that we have
mentioned before will play a role in the user evaluation and might be reflected in evaluation
results.

5.4 Land border monitoring
Available sources of information
The main input data streams include:
Sentinel 1 (A/B)
Sentinel 2 (A/B)
Additional or optional data streams include:
Social Media Networks – Twitter (Social media feeds)
On a case-by-case basis, only in the framework of CALLISTO, we could consider the
additional use of UAV images or video to be used when specific locations are known.

Examples of land border monitoring scenarios
In the framework of its Border Surveillance services, SatCen is tasked to monitor and deliver
intelligence over certain (pre-defined) Areas Of Interest (AOI). The current IMINT workflows
bring value to the analysis and decision-making for certain events (e.g. regional crises at
borders, makeshift camps etc.), but the land services have a rather responsive nature (I.e. “I
know what happened or happens somewhere and I want to know more”). Instead, the
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CALLISTO scenario is based on the exploitation of unknown signals that might be relevant and
are coming from Sentinel data.
End-Users: Image Analysts, collecting land change signals near EU border with their
monitoring requirements.
End-User expectations: End-users expect to have confident detections of changes at the EU
land border in order to assist their analysis and take further decisions.
Below we describe the abstract land border monitoring scenario, which is elaborated further
in the Use Case:

Figure 15: Basic visual approach to the land border monitoring use case

An image analyst wants to monitor a border area, in order to understand if there are past or
current land changes that might require his/her attention for analysis. His/her monitoring
requirements are inserted in the CALLISTO platform and the platform by making use of the
Sentinel-1 and –2 archive or recent acquisitions, issues Alerts for certain observation decisions
to be taken by the analyst.
The definition of “relevant land changes” is specified in another internal CALLISTO document
for reference.

UC_1: Croatia-Bosnia land border
The basic rationale of this Use Case describes a series of actions to be taken by the Image
Analyst and assumptions of actions by the CALLISTO platform. The AoI is the Croatia-Bosnia
land border and the Image Analysts (due to the scale of this monitoring assignment) wants to
use the CALLISTO platform. Contractions, land clearings and new developments on this area
are taking place at various paces. Understanding the impact that these developments will
have in the border security is the main concern. The Image Analyst will use the CALLISTO
platform to submit an underlying task for change detection for a period of time. As new
images will become available, the CALLISTO platform will automatically search, obtain and
process them, issuing the corresponding alerts.
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Figure 16: Envisaged process of user scenario

Our vision of how the Use Case will evolve is that an Image Analyst wants to monitor a border
area, as defined in the scenario. S/he imports a vector file with the AOI or draws a polygon in
the CALLISTO system then (or uses an interface which directly, through an API, calls CALLISTO
services), selects the temporal window of the monitoring period and defines the level of
sensitivity for the alerting system.
The CALLISTO platform notifies the IA that his AOI has been accepted for retro-analysis or
monitoring mode, and the alerting system has been activated. The system checks for images
in the AOI in the background to define baseline land cover conditions.
The change detection method is executed as new Sentinel images become available through
DIAS ONDA in order to detect any changes. To reduce uncertainty, the algorithm may crosscheck changes with social media feeds. CALLISTO platform notifies the Image Analyst that
fresh images are available on the AOI, but that no change was detected due to the sensitivity
level.
The Image Analyst checks the CALLISTO platform and visualizes the new pictures over the AOI
to ensure that the AOI has not changed.
CALLISTO platform runs the change detection method and sends an email or a notification to
the IA about detected changes. To reduce uncertainty, the algorithm may cross-check these
"raw" changes with social media feeds.
The CALLISTO platform is checked again by Image Analyst, who can validate some alerts, share
them with other colleagues or delete them from the database.
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The user (I.e. Image analyst) can easily visualize and assess the CALLISTO Alerts, because s/he
sees all the relevant information attached to each one of them:
A task of reference, which enable the easy identification by the user
Point coordinates, so that they can be visualized
Distance to border, so that the analyst can assess risk
Date of change, to provide the temporal context of change
Magnitude of change, to quantify the change
Alert date, to know when it was issued
Relevant images, to connect with the data stream that was used to produce it.
At the end of the process the Image Analysts has effectively used the automation provided by
CALLISTO, to monitor the area of interest and certain decisions can be made as a result (e.g.
decision to monitor the area with better resolution products).
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6 User requirements
6.1 Approach
This section describes the user requirements that will drive the implementation of the
CALLISTO platform. First feedback by technical partners as well as further inquiries with
(potential) end-users have led to the current version of requirements. The user requirements
are based on initial requirements contributed by the PUC-partners and validated in different
ways as (1) far-reaching expertise regarding the four use cases within the consortium, (2)
extensive market research (see also Literature study and market analysis of existing tools and
workflows) and (3) interviews, workshops, exchange sessions with potential end-users and
stakeholders.
After a compilation of initial requirements based on the input of all PUC partners, synergies
were found, discussed, merged into new requirements. This iterative process led to the
dynamic development of requirements and supported the PUC leaders in communicating
their needs with each other. DW as WP2 lead compiled a collaborative spreadsheet tool for
this purpose. The initial set-up foresaw the following categories: ID, Req-ID (filled out in the
end), category, name, description, PUC (each PUC indicates their (non) interest of the
corresponding requirement in this column), priority (according to the MoSCoW
methodology104), and comments. During the process, two more columns were added: key
results, where each requirement is mapped to one or more key results, and general/specific
requirement, in which a distinction between a use case-specific and general requirements is
made. The spreadsheet is filterable and allows the user to sort the requirements according to
different values.
The user requirements’ spreadsheet was made available and communicated not only to the
user partner but also the technical partners via email and the project’s wiki. The main
exchange platform to communicate the status of requirements were, except from emails and
bilateral exchange, the biweekly user and technical conference calls.
In a next step, the requirements will again be discussed and validated in cooperation with the
technical partners in order to refine the requirements and to define coordinated
prioritizations (T2.2 Specification of user requirements105). This task will be concluded in M10).

6.2 General requirements
In this section, we will describe the general user requirements regarding the CALLISTO
platform that are relevant for a minimum of three out of four use cases (the original user
requirements spreadsheet states the PUCs that are interested in a requirement). The
description of general requirements as well as of the use-case-specific requirements (see 6.3)
later on in this document will follow a standard classification:
ID: the initials G and S indicate whether the requirement is a general or a specific one.
Whenever more than one partner showed interest in one requirement, it is
considered to be a general requirement.

104
105

https://www.productplan.com/glossary/moscow-prioritization/
Description of the action part A
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Name: short name of the requirement.
Description: a more detailed summary of the requirement’s intention.
Key Results: All requirements are mapped with CALLISTO’s 21 different Key Results as
determined in the proposal.
Note: The original user requirements spreadsheet also lists the category cluster
(categorization of requirements) and initial prioritization (according to the MoSCoW
methodology). Furthermore, it clearly indicated which requirement is of interest for which use
cases. For layout-reasons this information is not presented in this deliverable but can be
obtained through the project’s wiki.
In total, 37 general requirements were developed. They are based on the different use case
scenarios. In the iterative process, use case partners focused on working out similarities, to
avoid duplicates and condense the requirements. As a result, more general than specific
requirements were identified.
Table 2: Overview of general requirements

ID

Name

Description

Key Results

G-1

API access

The User must be able to interface programmatically their
infrastructure to the CALLISTO platform via API, for
integrating CALLISTO services. Through the API users can
perform all available service requests, including retrieving
raw and processed data, alerts etc.

All

G-2

Basemaps

The User should be provided with a HCI including at least
one basemap and one satellite mosaic map for providing
the geographical context on which AOIs, images and alerts
will be visualized.

KR19

G-3

Map functionality

The User must be able to pan, zoom in/out of the map and KR19
measure distances in m or km. The user can also “zoom to“
any item directly (e.g. selecting an image or an alert and
Zoom To it).

G-4

Location selection / The User must be able to select location entities: (a)
KR19
defining area of
Long./lat.; (b) geographical names of places using a
interest (AOI)
gazetteer (e.g. Berlin); (c) draw Boundary boxes; (d)
drawing a polygon; (e) importing a vector file (shp or
kml/kmz); (f) point selection with buffer; (g) water body
selection from map (backend processing from reflectance?)

G-5

End device:
desktop browser /
Web platform

The User must be able to access the CALLISTO platform to
by a secure web interface (through desktop browser)

KR19

G-6

End-user interface

The User must have access to an HCI that allows end-users
to easily communicate with the system

KR19
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G-7

Accounts

The User must have accounts for securely accessing the
platform

KR19

G-8

Sentinel-1 and -2
imagery

The User must be able to use of Sentinel-1 and -2 imagery
of DIAS ONDA

KR02, KR03,
KR4, KR6,
KR15, KR19

G-9

web and social data The User must be able to use of web and social media

KR02, KR17,
KR19

G-10

UAV data

The User must be able to use UAV data

KR02, KR18,
KR19

G-11

Fusing data

The User must be able to fuse different data sources

G-12

Sentinel-5P
imagery

The User should be able to search and use/fuse Sentinel-5P KR02
imagery of DIAS ONDA

G-13

Export results

The User can not only inspect (query) results in the
interface but can save, export and share them. This
includes the following options: To export…
- (EO) images (e.g. segment of Sentinel-2 image, EO data
with applied algorithms/concepts) in JPEG2000, Geotiff,
png (with option to set resolution), zip file;
- raw data;
- export of graphs (csv, jpg);
- a snapshots of the dashboard/result page;
- applied UAV data;
- applied Social Media data (csv, json).

KR19, KR15,
dependencies
with other KR

G-14

Save & share
results

The User has to be able to not only inspect (query) results
in the interface but can save them and share with other
CALLISTO-users.

KR19

G-15

Alerts - Issue

The User should expect the CALLISTO platform - based on
the inputs of the user and the results of the change
detection algorithm - to issue alerts.

KR19, KR6,
KR8, KR17

G-16

Alert management The User must be able to: (a) delete an alert from the Alert KR19, KR6,
Database; (b) share this alert with other colleagues
KR8, KR17
(package and share the information in an email with
minimum effort); (c) validate an alert providing feedback to
the system (incremental learning).

G-17

Alert visualization

The User should be able to select which alerts can be
visualized (click in and out selection). Alerts can be

KR19, KR6,
KR8, KR17
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overplotted/visualized on the map with the satellite
images.
G-18

User notifications

The User should be notified about new available images on KR15, KR19
the requested AOI for a task.
if it refers to
analyzed
images KR4
and KR6

G-19

User notifications

The User should be able to control what kind of
notifications can be received, how (e.g. email or in the
platform) and at which frequency (e.g. on presence of
changes, or obtain daily/weekly summary).

K19, any other
KR that
creates alerts

G-20

Tasks Visualization

The User can visualize the tasks on a table and see if they
are active or closed.

KR19

G-21

Temporal query

The User must be able to define temporal parameters: (a)
frequency; (b) dates / periods of time.

KR19

G-22

Specific task
assignments

The User must be able to search for environmental
conditions and phenomena, e.g. forest burnet scars and
floods events, temperature and heavy rain event.

NDY

G-23

Reversed results

The User could be able to initiate a reverse results search,
eg. similar conditions for a specific region (initial search
shows that concentration of blue algae is high in a lake in
Brandenburg, now the user wants to check whether there
are more lakes in Germany with a similar concentration of
blue algaes).

KR9, KR4

G-24

Definition of task

The User should be able to define the task under which the KR19
query takes place.

G-25

Definition of AOI

The User should be able to define the AOI as defined.

KR19

G-26

Definition of
temporal
parameters

The User should be able to define the temporal window
(from-to).

KR19

G-27

Definition of
thresholds

The User should be able to define different threshold(s) in
the alert system.

KR19

G-28

Dashboard

The User should be able to view results represented in a
dashboard that includes different representation
requirements (e.g. tables, graphs, maps, values, social

KR19
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media/web info). The dashboard should be designed in a
user-friendly way.
G-29

Thematic map

The User should be able to find a representation of results
in a thematic map with color scheme.

KR19

G-30

Thematic map
based on time

The User should be able to find a representation of results
in a time varying thematic map (for selected time period).

KR19

G-31

Tables based on
time

The User should be able to find a representation of results
in tables with selected timeseries.

KR19

G-32

Graph based on
time

The User should be able to find a representation of results
as graph(s) for selected timeseries.

KR19

G-33

Notes

The User could have the option to write down notes in the
result page/dashboard.

KR19

G-34

User experience

The User should expect visualization of images and alerts
(including the pan, zoom in/out functions) to be seamless
and quick, avoiding delays and visual artefacts (e.g. white
background flashes, image delays etc.)

KR19

G-35

Social media
visualization

The User should be able to find geolocalised social media
streams also visualized over an AOI.

KR13, KR17,
KR19

G-36

Interpretation /
guidelines

The User should expect an interpretation support that
helps to interpret the performed analysis.

KR03

G-37

Exploration of 3D The User should be able to explore possibilities that 3D
model visualization models in context of the different use cases provide
module

KR07, KR20

6.3 Use-case-specific requirements
In this section, we will describe the requirements that are related to one of the four use cases
only. CAP, water quality monitoring, satellite journalism and land border monitoring are
beyond certain similarities very different activities with very different goals. These differences
are reflected in the use-case-specific requirements. However, the methodology for developing
these requirements as well as the classification follow the same rules as for the general
requirements (see 6.2).

Specific requirements for the CAP use case
The following table provides an overview of the 16 use-case-specific requirements of the CAP
use cases.
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Table 3: Overview of specific requirements related to the CAP use case

ID

Name

Description

Key Results

S1-1

Galileo tagged
photos

As a PA, we could benefit from evidence (GPS tagged
photos) coming from the field-visit OTSCs that relate to
their realization and the justification of their outcome.

KR21, KR19

S1-2

IT tools for CAP
monitoring

The User should use IT tools used to analyze data that is
KR3, KR21
fine-tuned to accommodate the full implementation of the
CAP monitoring.

S1-3

Grazing checks

As a PA, we are interested in grazing checks that can be
performed without the need for a field-visit OTSC.

S1-4

Reconversion of
permanently
sensitive
environmental
areas

The User should have the option to carry out on-the-spot- KR03, KR21
checks on parcels that have to be reconverted when
permanent grassland areas were not respected. The aim of
the on-the-spot-checks is to check the reconversion was
respected.

S1-5

Data Acquisition

As a PA, we need more data to supplement Sentinel data
KR01, KR02,
and achieve monitoring. These data can come from various KR18, KR21
sources like UAVs, Geotagged Photos, mobile applications,
street-level imagery etc.

S1-6

Preliminary checks As a PA, we have to do preliminary checks on the
on declarations
declarations so that the farmers can have the ability to
make corrections.

S1-7

Non-Compliance
alerts/warnings
and modification of
application

The User could have the option to set up appropriate tools KR03
that will issue non-compliance alerts to farmers. Farmers
should be able to modify their aid application after
receiving such an alert/warning.

S1-8

Minimum activity

As a PA, we have to check if the minimum amount of
activity requirement is met in order for the parcel to be
eligible for a subsidy.

S1-9

Crop diversification As a PA, we have to ensure that the diversification
requirements (multiple crop types in parcels) are being
met.

KR03, KR21

S1-10

Mobile application As a PA, we want to provide the farmers with an intuitive
and easy-to-use application in order to ask for geotagged
photos in cases of disagreement.

KR21

KR21, KR03

KR03, KR21

KR03
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S1-11

Street-level
imagery for arable
land

As a PA, we consider that it will be useful to have cameras
mounted on top of the inspectors’ cars during OTSCs, to
gather useful imagery, especially for the cases of arable
land.

KR02, KR03

S1-12

Deviations from
risk-analysis vs
deviations from
random selection

The User must be able to find the percentage of parcels
with deviations (non-compliance) that were selected after
risk analysis should be higher than the percentage of
parcels with deviations that were selected randomly.

KR03

S1-13

Reduce amount of
disputes

As a PA, we want to reduce the number of disputes that
occur each year, following the outcome of the eligibility
checks on the declarations.

KR03, KR21

S1-14

Reduce time
required for OTSC

As a PA, we are interested in reducing the average time
required for an OTSC, in order to be able to perform more.

KR21

S1-15

Simplify dispute
resolution

As a PA and as a Farmer, we need to have simple processes KR21
for dispute resolution, so that there is no delay in subsidy
allocations.

S1-16

Optimize parcel
visit schedule by
location

As a PA, we need to optimize the plan of parcel visits of our KR11, KR21
inspectors so that there is no delay caused by this in
subsidy allocations.

Specific requirements for the water quality monitoring use
case
The following table provides an overview of the nine use-case-specific requirements of the
water quality monitoring use cases.
Table 4: Overview of specific requirements related to the water quality monitoring use case

ID

Name

Description

Key Results

S2-1

Water quality data The User must be able to merge EO data with water quality KR16, KR02
data; Online data (private: real-time, grab samples,
hyperspectral).

S2-2

Export results

The User can export reports (to be defined, e.g. released
periodically).

KR19, KR15,
dependencies
with other KR

S2-3

Water quality
anomalies reservoir

The User should expect the system to send alarms in case
anomalies in water quality parameters are detected or
forecasted.

KR4, KR8
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S2-4

Select
functionalities

The User must be able to monitor selected variable(s) and
predictions of selected variable(s).

S2-5

Advanced analysis
of nearby surface
waters

The User must be able to select multiple nearby surface
waters for monitoring and alarming and get alert.

KR4, KR8

S2-6

Advanced analysis
of water quality
anomalies

The User should be able to detect/forecast water quality
anomalies (e.g. algae blooms) from the combination of
available data and report uncertainty of analysis.

KR4

S2-7

Selection of time
series

The User should be able to mouse over the representation
of results and select retrieved timeseries.

KR19

S2-8

Comparison with
risk value

The User must find a user-friendly representation of results KR19
compared to risk value.

S2-9

Comparison based The User must should find a representation of results that
on location and
show a comparison of regions and periods of time.
time

KR19

Specific requirements for the satellite use case
The following table provides an overview of the five use-case-specific requirements of the
satellite journalism use cases.
Table 5: Overview of specific requirements related to the satellite use case

ID

Name

Description

S3-1

Exploration of
density data in
context of air
quality data

The User must be able to analyze historical data & trends to KR01, KR02,
identify potential correlations of population & density with KR05
AQ.

S3-2

Daily mean
concentration
pollutants

The User should find information on estimate daily mean
concentrations of the pollutants PM10, PM2.5, SO2, NO2,
NO, O3.

KR01, KR02,
KR05, KR16

S3-3

Point data for air
quality data

The User should be able to view existing point data for air
quality data for different latitude/longitude in Europe.

KR05, KR19

S3-4

Maps of air quality The User should be able to explore a continuous colored
data
maps for air quality data in Europe.

KR05, KR19

S3-5

Air quality
resolution

KR01, KR02,
KR05

The User could find AQ data of spatial resolution of 10km.

Key Results
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Specific requirements for the land border monitoring use case
The following table provides an overview of the seven use-case-specific requirements of the
land border monitoring use case.
Table 6: Overview of specific requirements related to the land border monitoring use case

ID

Name

Description

Key Results

S4-1

Alert extraction

The User can extract/download alerts as point geometry
KR19, KR6,
vector files, including all of their content as defined in S4-3. KR8, KR17
The following formats must be available for their
extraction: (a) Shapefiles; (b) KML/KMZ files

S4-2

Social media
extraction

The User should be able to extract geolocalised social
KR17, KR13
media streams as point geometry vector files at least as: (a)
Shapefiles; (b) KML/KMZ files.

S4-3

Land Change Alerts The User must be able to set alerts that include: a) task of KR6
reference (for which task is this alert corresponds to), b)
point coordinates of change at a center location (lat/lon), c)
distance to nearest border, d) likelihood of change (%), v)
date of change (image date), e) magnitude of change (in
term of area…how big?), f) major source for detecting the
change (S1, S2 etc.), viii) alert date (issue date, when it was
created).

S4-4

Tasks – Definition

The User must be able to create Tasks and name them. E.g. KR19
“Serbia-summer2021”. Tasks include one or more AOIs and
queries. Tasks can be ACTIVE (i.e. have pending queries or
processes) or CLOSED (i.e. have all queries executed and
alerts issued).

S4-5

Task - Handling

The User must be able to: (a) create tasks, as of S4-4; (b)
rename tasks, (c) delete tasks (and their corresponding
data, queries and processes).

KR19

S4-6

Land change
detection

The User should expect the system to perform change
detection only of RELEVANT CHANGES, as they have been
defined in the scope of PUC4.

KR6

S4-7

Interface

The User must be able to use the platform’s interface
intuitively as it is designed around the main concepts of
operation of the PUC4 user (taking into account the
connection of a task with geography and query, the
corresponding alerts, with the corresponding data).

KR19
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6.4 Requirements prioritization
The user partners determined the preliminary priority of the different user requirements. The
first iteration is part of the dynamic and collaborative user requirements spreadsheet which
was made available also to the technical partners.
The prioritization will follow the MoSCoW methodology indicating whether a requirement is
a must have, should have, could have or won’t have. Since the prioritization has a direct
impact and the development roadmap, the requirements and the initially indicated
prioritization by the user partners will be assessed in more detail by the technical partners
next. This iterative process is expected to be concluded in M10. Based on the results, the
phrasing of user requirements might change accordingly.
In summary, the general definition of user requirements and also the prioritization is subject
to change. The preliminary mapping is the basis for further communication and evaluation of
technical development and use case applications as foreseen in T2.2 Specification of user
requirements (ongoing till M10) and T2.4 Requirements communication and knowledge
transfer106.

106

Description of the action part A
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7 Ethical considerations
Task 2.2 of the CALLISTO DoA107 requires the use-case oriented analysis of regulatory
restrictions, ethical considerations and professional/societal objections towards the use of
satellite and other sensors' data. The legal and ethical framework of the project in general will
be elaborated mainly in D10.1 (regarding a specific procedure for identifying/recruiting
research participants), D10.2 (regarding data protection) and partly also in D1.3 (data
management plan). In this section, we will therefore only briefly examine whether there are
any use case-specific ethical or legal requirements that need to be observed. From the users'
point of view, there are three areas that could be of relevance and should be taken into
account when developing the prototypes and implementing the use cases:
Privacy and data protection
Copyright restrictions
Secrecy and security regulations
Additionally, we might have to consider certain societal reservations regarding the use of EO
data or data from other sensors, especially from the aspect of surveillance and societal
freedom.

7.1 Privacy and data protection
Ultimately, CALLISTO collects and processes data for various purposes. WP3 deals with the
collection and indexing of data from multiple sources and the other work packages contain
tasks that require the processing of data in one way or another. Data collection and data
processing is not legally problematic per se; however, the legal restrictions become rather
tight when personal data is involved. Within the EU, the collection and processing of personal
data is ruled by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)108 that is directly applicable in
all EU member states and needs to be observed by the CALLISTO consortium as well.
The definition of "personal data" in the GDPR is rather broad: it includes any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (Art. 4 GDPR). The understanding is that
it is sufficient to be categorised as personal data if someone (even if it is not the data
controller) is able to identify a person based on that information. In this respect, any data that
could potentially be related by somebody to a specific person (such as images, tweets, GPS
data, cookies, IP addresses, to name just a few) are considered as personal data. Even
anonymised (and definitely pseudonymised) data can under specific circumstances still be
seen as personal data if the correlation with other data points allows for identifying that
person. We assume that in the context of all four use cases, the project will collect and process
data that can potentially be related to a natural person. It might not be in the interest of the
users to really identify these persons but, nevertheless, it is personal data.
However, the categorisation as personal data does not necessarily mean that the processing
of this data is prohibited. Apart from personal consent by the respective data subject (which

107
108

CALLISTO 101004152_Grant Agreement Annex 1 Description of the Action
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
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is hardly possible to obtain in a big data analysis context), data processing can be based on
legitimate interest (Art 6 (1) (f) GDPR). Scientific research and at least non-commercial
research purposes are - within restrictions - widely considered as a legitimate interest.
Additionally, the delivery of the proposed solutions found in the Grant Agreement is a
contractual obligation of CALLISTO’s consortium towards the European Commission. In order
to be able to successfully deliver the promised results, the Consortium indeed needs to
process some types of personal data. This does not mean by all means that it will be done in
an extensive manner. As described in D10.2, the consortium is adhering to the Data
Minimisation principle and only processes data (personal or not) that are absolutely necessary
for the execution of the partners‘ tasks. Additionally, where possible, only anonymised data
will be processed and all necessary measures will be taken in order to protect its sharing
among the consortium. Finally, where possible and in the cases of involving human
participants into the project’s research activities (e.g. Pilot Demonstrations), informed
consent will also be requested from all data subjects as indicated in Art. 7 (1) of the GDPR.
In the following section, we will briefly analyse whether the individual use cases involve the
processing of personal data and whether legitimate interest (or any other reasons laid down
by law) might justify that data processing.

PUC 1: Common agricultural policy (CAP)
The background for PUC1 is the need to be able to monitor farms and farmers regarding
specific aspects of their professional activities and their compliance with EU rules and
regulations. Without going into much detail, this monitoring does necessarily require the
processing of personal data. Of course, it is not the purpose nor the intention of the CALLISTO
project itself to monitor individuals; but we are aware that the deployment of such a system
in real might very well include the processing of personal data. This refers to the identity of
the monitored person as well as to his/her professional behaviour. Furthermore, the
deployment and usage of UAVs or satellite imagery (especially in high resolution) might
involve the processing of personal data regarding third parties that are not part of the
monitoring process and need to be treated separately.
However, at this point we do not need to clarify how these privacy issues will be dealt with
when such a monitoring system will be ultimately deployed in real life (for instance, personal
consent in being monitored might be a prerequisite for receiving subsidies). With regard to
the CALLISTO prototype and its evaluation, where it is mostly about crop classification and
grassland monitoring, personal data will most likely not be needed. It is therefore a
requirement from the users’ point of view that all personal data that is brought out within this
process will be automatically identified and fully anonymised.

PUC 2: Water quality monitoring
In PUC 2, the focus mainly lies on the collection and processing of meteorological data, hyperspectral data and operational data of the water reservoir itself. The processing of personal
data is - at least in the context of the CALLISTO project - not necessary. Like in PUC 1, it is
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therefore required to identify and fully anonymise all personal data that might be collected
accidently (as a "bycatch") in the data aggregation process. In this context, we would also like
to refer to the Ethics section in the DoA (Section 5) that describes the procedures to be
followed in the case of any incidental finding of personal information.

PUC 3: Satellite journalism
The assessment of data protection issues with regard to the journalistic use case needs to take
into account the specifications of journalistic work in general. Journalism, especially
investigative journalism, depends on the continuous collection, aggregation, analysis and
publication of information, and very often of personal information. Journalistic work would
become impossible if journalists had to follow the same data protection rules as others.
Therefore, the GDPR stipulates an exemption for data processing in the context of freedom of
expression and information, including processing for journalistic purposes and the purposes
of academic, artistic or literary expression (Art. 85 GDPR). The EU basically leaves the
respective regulatory authority with the member states. Most of these national legislations
foresee the so-called "media privilege" that exempts journalists from most data protection
requirements whilst - self-evidently - imposing strict measures regarding IT security and the
integrity of this data. Having said this, data processing in PUC 3 in the context of the project
itself will not necessarily be driven by journalistic purposes (but more by the legitimate
interest of scientific research). However, as the focus of PUC 3 is the assessment of air quality
in urban areas, the collection of personal data will be only random. Like in the other use cases,
it will again be required to identify and fully anonymise all personal data that might be
collected accidently.

PUC 4: Land border monitoring
Land border monitoring is probably the most privacy-sensitive one of all use cases. The level
of sensitivity ultimately depends on the question whether monitoring activities refer to
geographical and/or topographical changes only, or whether it involves other developments,
especially those that are caused by specific individuals or groups of individuals. In the first
case, the legal assessment is not very different to the other use cases. The processing of
personal data would only be random and call for respective anonymisation. In the second
case, on the other hand, it would be about the behaviour of human beings. At this point, we
will not assess how the privacy implications will be dealt with if the system was used in real
life (here, special regulations for the performance of EU bodies or national legislations
regarding public security and crime prevention might be prerogative). However, in the context
of the CALLISTO project, we need to make sure that personal data will be immediately and
fully anonymised whenever it is identified. In general, the activities that are foreseen for this
PUC focus on environmental/geospatial aspects - the monitoring of human beings is not
intended.
In summary, personal data is of varying relevance in the four use cases. Especially PUC 1 and
PUC 2, and to some extent PUC 3 do not really depend on the processing of personal data.
Special attention, on the other hand, needs to be directed towards PUC 4. In all four use cases,
however, it will be necessary to automatically identify and fully anonymise personal
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information unless the availability of this personal information is needed for specific research,
communication and/or evaluation purposes.

7.2 Copyright restrictions
Information and data that is collected and processed within the CALLISTO will include content
that is protected by copyright. It is highly unlikely that the specific motifs of satellite-, UAV- or
other imagery that will be used in the project will be protected. Water basins, farmland, cities
or borders do normally not qualify for copyright protection. However, those who have taken
these pictures might very well be copyright owners. This refers especially to videos, images
but - of course - also to other content (text, graphics, audio) that originates from social media
sources. Here, the rightsholders will have to give their consent before using the content items,
or their usage must be based on other reasons laid down by law. One of these legal reasons
could be scientific research and large-scale text- and datamining. The EU directive 2019/790
on copyright and related rights in the Digital Single Market asks the member states to provide
for an exception or limitation of copyright protection for these purposes (Art. 3, Art. 4). These
provisions needed to be implemented by the national legislations by June 7th, 2021. Each
partner that is directly responsible for processing content items that are protected by
copyright, should therefore closely observe the stipulations of its respective national
legislation.

7.3 Secrecy and security regulations
The same observance of national legislation extends to secrecy- and security-related aspects.
Many of these areas are still governed by national regulations and the approaches are
manifold. In Germany for instance, taking an image of an army facility might even get
penalised. Other countries forbid to photograph any institutions or facilities that might
become war-sensitive (including bridges or industrial plants). Further regulations aim for
protecting and controlling aviation or for protecting the environment (e.g., by restricting the
deployment of UAVs). Greece, on the other hand, wants to protect its cultural heritage by
restricting film and image recordings of historic sites. In some cases, there might be EU
legislation in place that is applicable in all member states (e.g., EU-Regulation 2019/947 of 24
May 2019 on the rules and procedures for the operation of unmanned aircraft). But in general,
each consortium partner that carries out activities that might be secrecy- or security-related
(especially in the context of PUC4) or interfere with other national interests will have to
carefully observe its respective national legislation.

7.4 Societal aspects
The CALLISTO DoA also requires to identify and assess professional/societal objections
towards the use of satellite and other sensors data in the use cases context. To dig deep into
this area would open a completely new chapter that would go beyond the scope of this
deliverable and the project as such. According to DW research, about 20 percent of all
satellites belong to the military and are used for spying109. Despite a number of references in
pop culture (e.g., the film "Enemy of the State" by Tony Scott, 1998), most people do not
109

https://www.dw.com/en/modern-spy-satellites-in-an-age-of-space-wars/a-54691887
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realise that their very personal activities could - theoretically - be monitored from outer space.
This immanent "threat" or at least "feeling of discomfort" has become more obvious since the
widespread use of drones. In a large number of cases, individuals have objected the
deployment of UAVs or have even taken measures into their own hands. German courts, for
instance, have ruled that it is allowed under certain circumstances to shoot down an UAV with
an air gun110. These might be extreme measures, but they reflect a growing unease with the
possibilities of mass surveillance by anonymous technologies. This is by no means a new
insight. In his novel "1984", George Orwell introduced the metaphor of the "big brother" who
is always watching you - or at least might watch you all the time111. In 1975, the French
philosopher Michel Foucault identified constant careful observation as a strong means to
discipline individuals and to form their behaviour112. And in 1983, the German constitutional
court stated in a landmark decision that a democratic society requires that each citizen knows
at any given time and at any opportunity who might know what about him/her113. Today,
technological progress and digitalisation have created new and more sophisticated means of
surveillance and have considerably increased the threats for open and democratic societies.
It should be obvious that it is not the intention of the CALLISTO project or its partners to enter
into the surveillance of individuals. However, the consortium is aware that it is dealing with a
sensitive matter and technology. EO data, drone imagery and information that is gathered by
other sensors can be and is highly useful in all kinds of areas. The four pilot use cases reflect
this potential. Nevertheless, the consortium and especially the user partners will carefully take
into account objections and fears in society and among individuals regarding the use of these
technologies. One of the measures will be that we will always be transparent about our
actions and goals when implementing and evaluating the use case scenarios. Whoever might
be involved in the project (even as an un-related third party) should know (or learn) what we
might know about him or her and how we intend to process that information.
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8 Summary and conclusion
At the end of this very intensive first period of gathering and specifying ideas on what
CALLISTO can offer, we have gathered a variety of very attractive use cases and scenarios. All
partners have been and will continue to be involved in this iterative process and fruitful
exchange between the use partners representing the future users and the technology
partners who know the potentials and limits of the available technologies.
The 74 requirements have now been handed over to the technical work packages. The next
steps will be for the Use Case partners to keep the exchange with technical partners steady
(especially concerning priorities), and for the technical partners to check again in detail the
feasibility of all these requirements and create a development plan which will consider both
feasibility and priorities. Although the respective partners have been involved all the time, the
technical development process may bring up aspects that have not been solved yet and
integrating the components in a coherent workflow may show that some ideas do not match
expectations. Wherever necessary, preliminary requirements will be added, deleted or
updated as an integral part of the ongoing iterative requirement specification process. The six
use case scenarios will also be a solid basis for the project pilots, for which the planning and
preparations will start in M13 (WP8).
Overall, the user partners are fully satisfied with the foundation laid for piloting and the
general development of the CALLISTO platform. The ideas gathered and described in this
deliverable provide a solid basis. Even though a lot still lies ahead, the partners are confident
that CALLISTO is an appealing offer that provides real added value to the target groups of the
scenarios.
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